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The Image of Fairfield

Campus Community Remembers
Slain Jesuits of El Salvador
Emily Okenquist
News Editor
Last Saturday, November 16,
marked the second anniversary of
the slaying of the six Jesuit priests,
their cook, and her daughter in El
Salvador.
To honor these martyrs and
increase awareness of the tragedy
in the campus community, a series
of events has been planned for this
week with the theme of "El Salvador - No to Death! No to War! No
to Injustice!"
The commemoration is
sponsored by the Latin American
Caribbean Studies Program, the
Faith, Peace, and Justice Program,
and Campus Ministry.
"There is an effort on Jesuit
campuses across the world to
remember these martyrs," said CorneliaDinnean, director of the Faith,
Peace, and Justice Program.
"This situation is still not
resolved. Justice has not yet been
done."
"The El Salvador Martyrs
Memorial Mass" was held last
Friday at the Egan Chapel of Su
Ignatuis Loyola, followed by a
procession to the Chapel Plaza with
the crosses of those murdered,
which were placed outside the
Chapel.
"The Mass was very moving
and well received," said Fr. Paul
Carrier, S.J., University Chaplin.
"Ten Jesuits attended, and there
were many students, and members
of the faculty, administration, and

These nine crosses outside the Chapel honor the slain Jesuits and
the thousands of others killed in El Salvador, photo: Chris Herstine
staff."
Eight of the nine crosses
represent those who were killed.
The other cross bears the number
"70,000," symbolizing the thousands of citizens killed throughout
the years.
This evening at 8 p.m. in
Gonzaga Auditorium, Rev. Charles L. Currie, S.J. will give a lecture entitled, "The Jesuits in El
Salvador: Tragedy and Promise."
A procession to the Chapel Plaza
for a Candlelight Vigil and a celebration of the liturgy by Rev.
Michael Boughton, S.J., rector of
the Jesuit community, will follow,
concluding this Second Anniversary Observation.

Bell Suggestsf Fund to Save
Dinnean s Position
Christina Hennessy
Editor-in-Chief
The administration's decision to terminate the position of Cornelia Dinnean, Director of the Faith, Peace and Justice Program, effective at the end of this year, has sparked criticism and protest among a
variety of individuals, such as Derrick Bell, Jr., last week's Visiting
Black Scholar, student groups and faculty. Bell has offered to front the
first $1,000 if a fund is set up to save the position and the office.
Other dissenting voices have offered various opinions and solutions to stop the termination of the position and to possibly reverse the
decision. Such proposals include setting up a fund, as suggested by Bell,
and vocally opposing the administration so that the decision is reversed.
"Cornelia Dinnean had the most contact with Derrick Bell, more
than anyone else, as she directs the Visiting Black Scholars program,"
said Dr. Lucy Katz, Associate Professor of Business Law, " and he

(continued to p. 3)

Derrick Bell

Jody Mcmullen

Fr. Currie is one of the three
United States Jesuits who traveled
to El Salvador in September of
1991 to attend the trial of the nine
soldiers accused of the murders
which took place in November of
1989.
Subsequent to these murders,
Fr. Currie was appointed special
assistant to the president of Georgetown University to coordinate
the university's response to the
tragedy. While in this position, Fr.
Currie organized educational programs at the university, participated in the Congressional response, and has kept in touch with
individuals and groups in El Salvador.

Fr. Currie currently serves
on the Boards of Trustees of St.
Joseph's Univeristy, the University of Scranton, and St. Peter's
College, and he also chairs the
Board of Directors of the Jesuit
Volunteer Corps.
"We were very lucky to get
him," said Dinnean. "He has an
extraordinary ability to talk to us."
According to Fr. Carrier,
during the Candlelight Prayer Vigil
after the lecture, the nine crosses
will be removed and replaced by
nine roses, in recognition of four
other women killed in El Salvador.
Their death will be commemorated
with the movie "Roses in December" on November 25 and a special
Mass on December 1.
"So seldom in such a short
span of history do we have the
making of so many martyrs," said
Dinnean, mentioning Oscar Romero, another Jesuit who was murdered in 1980 and the four churchwomen, in addition to the Jesuits
who were killed.
"These people are the "brain
power" behind rebuilding society,"
Dinnean added.
The eight martyrs murdered
at the Universidad Centroamerica
in San Salvador, El Salvador on
November 16, 1989 were Ignacio
Ellacuria, S.J., Amando Lopez
Quintana, S.J., Ignacio Martin
Baro, S.J., Juan Ramon Moreno
Pardo, S.J., Segundo Montes
Mozo, S. J., Joaquin Lopez y Lopez,
S.J., Elba Julia Ramos, and Celina
Maricet Ramos.

Bell Advocates for
Racial Justice
Jo Docimo
Staff Writer
Dr. Derrick A. Bell, Jr., one
of the country's leading scholars
specializing in civil rights law,
lectured last Thursday on "And
We Are Not Saved: The Elusive
Quest for Racial Justice," as part of
the Visiting Black Scholar Series.
In April of 1990, Bell requested a leave of absence without
pay from Harvard University to
protest the lack of tenured women
of color on the law faculty. Bell is
presently a visiting professor at the
New York University Law School.
"It is increasingly difficult
but also important to acknowledge
that racism is here to stay," Bell
said. "Society needs to redefine
the goals of racial equality."
Bell criticized President
George Bush's nomination of
Judge Clarence Thomas to the
United States Supreme Court.
"Bush used race to stick the
Court with conservatives," he said.
"The appointment was a morality
play. He was chosen because of his
conservative views, not his professional skill as a judge."
In Bell's view, this action
on the part of Bush proved even

more strongly that the white
American society takes advantage
of colored people for its own direct
gain. He also said, "Blacks are
used as pawns in deciding political
and social issues."
Bell said that prior to the
Civil War, whites competed against
slaves for work on the farm lands.
After the war, whites settled for
segregation, not equality.
According to Bell, society
is presently experiencing the
"Caucasian Commitment," which
represents the white members of
society who acknowledge the racial problems, but maintain their
feelings of priority over blacks for
political, social, or economic opportunities.
"White society has endured
its own difficulties, but it vents its
frustrations on blacks," he said.
Bell believes that whites
society holds an unspoken, unwritten, yet none the less powerful and
accepted privilege over the black
society. The right to remain superior to blacks is recognized and
accepted by society and the government. This right takes precedence in conflicts occurring at the

(continued on p. 3)

University
Neighbor
Files Claim
To Appeal
Subdivision
Laura Coffey
Staff Writer
On Wednesday, November
6, a neighbor of Fairfield University filed a notice of intent to appeal the Town Planning and Zoning Commission's approval of the
13 acre subdivision of the Dolan
Campus.
One day later, the University filed their own appeal directed
at the conditions the panel attached
to the approval which was passed
on October 22.
The neighbor, Candace
Paige, a resident of Hanford Drive,
claims that the subdivision will
substantially reduce the value of
her property and adversely impact
the environment.
Paige also contends that the
Zoning Commission violated their
regulation of cul-de-sacs by approving the subdivision.
The regulation states that
streets not scheduled to be expanded in the future can provide
access to no more than ten building
lots.
The University's appeal is
directed at the zoning conditions
attached to the approval.
The conditions state that a
developer who builds on the North
Benson Road property must provide a 20-foot visual screen between the lots and nearby homeowners.
Developers must also agree
to install underground utilities and
to submit a landscaping plan to the
commission that notes the number
of trees to be cut down and where
they stand.
In addition, trees and shrubs
must be planted on the turnaround
which abuts the campus in order to
prevent people from cutting
through the property to get out to
North Benson Road.
The University states in its
court papers that the conditions are
"capricious, illegal, and beyond
the scope of the Subdivision Regulations of the town of Fairfield."
John F. Fallon, attorney for
the University, said, "I've never
seen conditions established for any
other subdivision."
Zoners went beyond their
authority by "imposing conditions
on the subdivision that are not
specifically reinforced in their
regulations," said Fallon. "The
conditions are illegal."
The appeal the University
made asks the court to find the
Zoning Commission's conditions
"unlawful, unenforceable, null, and
void."
Fallon stated that the cases
will appear on an administrative
appeals list within 60 to 90 days.
He expects hearings to take place
on this matter in approximately six
to nine months.
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College Money Tree Offers
Financial Aid
Carrie Brown
Staff Writer
Every year, millions of students miss out on their portion of
the $30 billion dollars available
through state and federal student
aid programs.
Many do not apply or do not
know how to complete the aid applications so they can benefit from
the available money in the country.
Fairfield University students
who are looking toward graduate
school can profit from a program,
the College Money Tree, situated
in Yorktown, Virginia.
To assist families in determining exactly the amount of
money they are eligible for in the
form of state, federal, and special
campus-based student aid programs, the College Money Tree
now offers a sophisticated computer service.
This system examines a student's individual family conditions
and prepares an individual 40 to 80
page computerized step-by-step
outline. Each student receives this
form which illustrates what he or
she needs to look into to receive

aid that is available specifically for
them.
"The student fills out a short
background questionnaire that asks
about their income, expenses, academic abilities and a list of the
three schools that they would like
to attend," said Mollie L. Bailey,

the director of the College Money
Tree.
"This information is entered
into the largest computerized scholarship database in the country,"
said Bailey.
"It contains over 300,000
sources of scholarships, grants, or

special student aid programs that
match the student's individual
circumstances and personal career
goals."
The report informs the student of individualized scholarship
programs based on the student's
intended career goals, hobbies,
financial situations, religious and
ethnic background, special talents
in over fifty categories, and contests to enter which offer awards of
thousands of dollars.
The three colleges that the
student chooses also send him all
the campus-based programs that
are available at his schools along
with the nineteen different student
loans offered.
The 40 to 80 page report
covers all areas of financing education, including 50 to 100 private
sources of financial aid.
"The program has a processing fee of $65, but there is also a
guarantee," said Bailey.
All students who apply have
180 days to contact all the sources
in the report. If they do not receive
a minimum of $100, the College
Money Tree compensates by giving the applicant a $100 savings
bond.

University Plans Events to
Celebrate 50th Anniversary
Debra De Shong
Assistant News Editor
1992 marks the 50th anniversary of Fairfield University, and
a committee headed by George E.
Diffley, vice-president of University Advancement, is planning several events to commemorate the
celebration.
According to Jim Fitzpatrick, assistant dean of University
Activities and a member of the
anniversary committee, much of
the planning is tentative, thought
the committee does have several
ideas.
"Planning is ongoing, and
we are confident there will be
events to involve the students," he

said.
A major focus of the celebration will be Dogwoods Weekend. Although the details are still
in the planning stages, the May
Day event could consist of activities such as a picnic or carnival for
the students, faculty and family
members of faculty.
Another possibility is displaying banners around campus on
March 15, the first official day of
the celebration.
Fitzpatrick also hopes to do
something concerning the anniversary in the yearbook, like a section
dedicated to the past 50 years of
the University.
Also in honor of the University's 50th Anniversary, the

committee is hoping to get former
president Jimmy Carter to appear
as a guest speaker.
The committee plans to
involve the students in the celebration as much as possible. FUSA is
planning a film festival for every
Thursday next semester. Each
week, different popular films from
1962, 1972, 1982, and 1992 will
be shown. Fitzpatrick also plans to
meet with IRHG to get the students
involved.
The celebration will spill
over into the fall semester of 1992,
and Harvest Weekend could possibly involve a 1942 theme.
A special Mass in November of 1992 will close the celebration of the anniversary year.

Campus Crier
Rev. Charles Currie, S.J. will lectureon "The Jesuits In El
Salvador: Tragedy and Promise," this evening in Gonzaga Auditorium
at 8 pm. A candlelight procession to the chapel, in remembrance of
those killed two years ago in El Salvador, will follow the lecture.
Prep Productions will present "South Pacific" at the Quick
Center tonight at 8 pm. Tickets are $7 for students and $9 for general
admission.
On Friday, November 22 at 9 pm in the Oak Room, FUSA will sponsor the "Battle of the Bands."
Dr. David P. Schmidt, associate professor of business, will present, "When The Law Is Not Enough
Managing Ethics in Legal Crisis," on Wednesday, Dec. 4 at the Center for Financial Studies. For more
information call 245-4170.
As part of the University's Artbreak Series, Rabbi James Prosnit will speak on "Ancient StoriesModern Images," at noon on Friday, November 22, at the Walsh Gallery in the Quick Center.
John J. Crawford, president and CEO of First Consitution Bank, will present a lecture entitled
"Saving the Sound: A Business Perspective," on December 3, in the Oak Room at 8 pm. This is the final
lecture in the Olin Lectures on the Environment Series.
The Women's Resource Center will sponsor the lecture "Life in the '90s" with Anna Quindlen, whose
column "Public and Private" appears each week in the New York Times. This will take place at the Quick
Center on Thursday, December 5 at 8 p.m.
To remember the women killed in El Salvador, the movie "Roses in December" will be shown in
the Chapel on Mon., November 25 at 7 p.m.

Cheers

to the upcoming
Thanksgiving break and homecooked turkey dinners...to TH
47...to Pre-game at the LoudHouse.
. .to Campion 3 for the stripper.. .to
guys who wear girls' underwear..
.to TH 133 and sturdy TH Tables.
. .to Campion 116 and 118. . ..to
housemates who go away for the
weekend. . .to new roommates. .
.to friends who are always there
when you need them most - thanks
for the flowers, guys.. .to Nielson
families.. .to Dunkin' Donutruns.
. .to the crazy housemate who
makes crazy cake. . .to climbing
back onto the bike and acutally
peddling.. .to Foreigner and quarters. . .to the lifelong friend who is
like a brother.. .to Artie rooms and
climatic changes. . .to "wanted
men" who have reason for being
arrogant.. .to persistance.. .to the
10% of the population. . .to the
"miesters".. .to going out for pizza
Saturday night.. .to a weekend of
favorite friends.. .to postcards from
abroad friends and letters from
summer friends.. .to cancelled turbo
classes.. .to an early Thanksgiving
dinner. . to long walks alone.. .to
tea parties and Christmas songs. .
.to surprise visits from awesome
bros...to getting all the courses you
want - it's about time!...to the Red
Ruggers tour of Scotland...to
coming straight out of Hamden. ..to
getting into the Grape illegally...to
to weekend trips to Paradise
Island...to graduates who strip at
The Bugaboo...

Boos
to that crazy rabid 75lb turkey running around campus
...to the tough guy at 102.. .to weddings. . .to RA's who lust after 14
year old gymnasts.. .to old roommates who are inconsiderate. . .to
having green beans in your hair..
.to nude housemates.. .to having to
babysit while your relatives are
partying with your friends at your
school...to not getting the courses
you wanted...to being sick...to
missing stories...to former friends
who now ignore you when you say
hi - how rude!...to the very low
turnout at Fabulous Friday...to
computers that don't work...to
being late for meetings...to balancing boyfriends and friendships...to
crank phone calls...to seniors who
can't get into their classes...to fire
alarms...to the hoarding of
women...to making a mess in the
Jogues I Study Lounge...to term
papers and project all at once...to
people who litter outside of
Gonzaga, and those who litter, in
general...to having too much to
do...to unseasonalby warm
weather...to rotten pumpkins...to
being nervous.. .to dead rodents that
smell up to townhouses - don't they
know how much rent we pay?!.. .to
maintenance and that disgusting
wild cherry industrial strength air
freshner - Ugh!...to getting
"mugged" in the head and having
stitches...to false reports of snow we want a white Thanksgiving!.. .to
roommates who talk on the phone
when you're trying to study...

Classifieds
For Sale: Traveling Voucher, PanAm Airline, Call 254-5620.
To A Concerned Student: I share your concerns and would very
much like to speack with you in confidence. Please contact me ASAP.
Earn $2000 and Free Spring Break Trips! North America's #1 Student Tour Operator seeking motivated students and organizations as
campus representatives promoting Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona, and
Panama City! Call 1-800-724-1555.
Spring Break from $199! Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona, and Panama
City! Includes 7 nights, free beach party, free nightclub admissions
and more! Book with the BEST-Don't settle for less! Call 1-800-7241555.
Wanted: One fun loving, reliable person to help full time housekeeper care for two small children. Must drive!! Part time position.
Call 838-9021.
Free Travel, Cash, and Excellent Business Experience!! Openings
available for individuals or students organizations to promote the
country's most successful Spring Break tours. Call Inter-Campus
Programs 1-800-327-6013.
Need Extra Income for 1991? Earn $500 - $1000 weekly stuffing
envelopes. For details, rush $1.00 with SASE to OHI Group, Inc.,
1019 Lk. Sherwood, Orlando, FL 32818.
Wanted: Persons to model partial nude for legitamate Photo Art
Work. Must be 18 years or older. Call C.E. Studios at 226-3251.
Heat Wave Vacations, Inc. is looking for bright, personable individuals to promote our European skiing and Caribbean Spring Break
trips. Earn free vacations and big paychecks. For more information,
call Gregory at 1-800-395-WAVE.
Siezed Cars, trucks, boats, 4 wheelers, motorhomes, by FBI, IRS,
DEA. Available in your area now. Call 1-805-682-7555, Ext. C-5992.
Repossessed and IRS foreclosed homes available at below market
value. Fantastic savings! You repair. Also S&L bailout properties.
Call 1-805-682-7555, Ext. H6307.
Postal jobs avaiable! Many positions. Great benefits. Call 1-805682-7555, Ext. P-3705.
Free travel - air couriers and cruiseships. Students also needed
Christmas, Spring, and Summer for Amusement Park employment.
Call 1-805-682-7555, Ext. F-3456.
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Condoms Cause
Controversy at Fordham
Christina Hennessy
Editor-in-Chief
The debate on whether or
not to supply of condoms on campus for distribution is not exclusive to Fairfield, as another area
Jesuit school, Fordham University,
recently went through an equally
debatable incident involving the
student deli and their decision to
sell condoms.
According to reports by the
paper, one of Fordham's student
newspapers, the deli managers
decided to stock condoms within
the establishment, located in the
basement of one of the residence
halls. The deli began selling them
on September 21. In two days, they
had been pulled from the shelves
after Gregory Pappas, Dean of
Student Services, saw therh.
As reported in the paper,
Pappas said they should be removed from the shelf. In addition,
he also said he would send a written memorandum to the deli managers on university policies.
"There wasn't a real upris-

ing from the student body," said
Lisa Glazewski, the editor of
Fordham's other paper, The Ram.
"Nobody stormed the deli or anything like that. As students know,
they can obtain condoms in stores
off-campus, if they want to purchase them."
Student opinions were
mixed with commentary and opinions focusing on the element of the
Catholic doctrine on contraceptives
and the reality of presence of sexual activity among college students
and the dangers of both sexually
transmitted disease and unwanted
pregnancy,
according
to
Glazewski.
"This is totally inappropriate and irresponsible behavior,"
said John Jay Shea, vice president
of Student Affairs within the student government, in a Sept. 26
story that appeared in The Ram.
"The standards of the Catholic
Church are definite on this point.
The selling of contraceptives can
be construed as endorsing birth
control which is clearly not in
keeping with church doctrine."
Other commentaries in the

opinion pages stated that the condoms were only going against the
Catholic doctrine if they were being
used as contraceptives. If they were
not used for that purpose, they were
just another object.
Others stated if students
were responsible enough to buy
condoms off campus, there was no
reason why they should not be
available on campus. Others said
that selling condoms could be seen
as advocating birth control, which
goes against the church' s doctrines.
The Fordham University
Health Center provides information and literature on sexually transmitted diseases and contraception
but do not supply forms of contraception, as does Fairfield's Health
Center. Fordham also has a peer
education program which focuses
on many topics relevant to young
adults, including contraception.
"There is a line to be drawn
between discussion and advocacy,"
said Shea in a follow-up story by
The Ram on October 3. "Clearly
selling condoms goes beyond the
point of discussion and is therefore
unacceptable."

Fairfield Receives $6.1
Million in Gifts
Rick Denhup
Staff Writer
George E. Diffley, vicepresident of University Advancement, reported that Fairfield University received $6,122,856in gifts
for the 1990-91 fiscal year. According to the University's Annual
Review of Gifts, Fairfield received
$1,992,855
from
alumni,
$1,646,765 from friends of the
University including $60,000 from
the Fairfield Jesuit Community,
$827,800 from foundations,
$712,840 from corporations,
$683,342 from parents, and
$199,251 in matching gifts.
The total amount of gifts to
the University dropped by a total
of $2.2 million from the 1989-90
fiscal year. Diffley explained that

the apparent large discrepancy between the figures is due primarily
to the final $2 million payment
from the Dolan Family Foundation which was received in the
1989-90 year and not to any significant drop in alumni or outside
support. He said, "Alumni gifts are
at the highest point ever, representing support by 35 percent of
the graduates, almost twice the national average of colleges."
Frederic C. Wheeler, associate vice-president of Development, said each student's tuition
falls approximately $2,000 short
of covering yearly operations. As a
result, $1.2 million of the gift total
will go primarily toward covering
costs of operating the University,
while the other $5 million will go
into specified categories.

Rev. Aloysius P. Kelley,
S.J., University President, lauded
the support Fairfield has received.
"With the help of our benefactors, the university has been able
to add new facilities, and academic
programs, and create more scholarship opportunities," he said. "We
plan to continue to enhance the
library and science laboratories,
support faculty research, and maintain our beautiful campus."
Diffley also expressed gratitude toward the support Fairfield
received, labeling the fund-raising
effort as "extremely successful."
He did add, however, that
troubled times may lie ahead due
to the weak economy. "We are
definitely entering a crunch period," Diffley said. "The coming
year is not going to be easy."

Contest Sponsored for NCAAW
Christina Hennessy
Editor-in-Chief
Students may begin perparing for next year's National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week
(NCAAW) by entering the third
annual "Know When To Say
When" poster competition sponsored by Anheuser-Busch and the
Inter-Association Task Force on
Alcohol and Other Substance
Abuse Issues.
The winning entry will earn
a $5,000 scholarship and serve as
the official poster for the 1992
NCAAW. Five $1,000 runner-up
scholarships and 20 third-place
scholarships will be awarded.
For those whose artistic talent runs the gamut of a line to a
stick figure, rest assured, artistic
ability is not as important as the
concept and theme statement.
"Over 2,500 high-quality
entries were received last year,"
said Joseph P. Castellano, vice
president of Consumer Awareness
and Education at Anheuser-Busch,
"What is important is the idea and

thinking beyond the concept."
The competition looks for
poster concepts that demonstrate
"the need for personal responsibility and respect for the law when
consuming alcohol," according to
a press release by the AnheuserBusch Companies.
"Making the personal responsibility message contempo-

rary and top-of-mind is important
if we are to make a positive impact
on today's college campus," said
Edward H. Hammand, president
of Fort Hays State University and
national chairman of NCAAW.
Interestedstudents can send
poster entries to: Poster Competition, PO Box 13287, St. Louis,
Missouri 63157 by Dec. 15,1991.
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Career Planning Corner
Interview Workshop: This will take you step-by-step through the
interview process. It will take place on Friday, November 22 at 3:10
p.m. in the Career Planning Center.
Resume Workshops: These workshops will help you learn how to
professionally present your background in a way that attracts an employer's attention. They are scheduled for this morning at 10:45 a.m.
and Monday, November 25 at 9:45 a.m.
Evening on Volunteer ism: Come listen to a panel of speakers discuss
fulfilling and rewarding opportunities in the world of volunteerism
tonight at 6:30 p.m! in the Career Planning Center.

Announcements
Has your mom had a mammogram? If not encourage her to
get one. It might be your chance to give her some good advice.
Your risk of cancer increases as you age. Even if you don't
have symptoms and have never had cancer, you are still at risk for
getting breast cancer. National cancer statistics show that almost
half of all breast cancer occurs among women 65 or older.
If your mom has had a mammogram, that's a great start. But
once is not enough. The National Cancer Institute and other leading
Medical organizations say all women 50 and older should get a mammogram every year. Her doctor can make a mammogram a part of
her next check-up. It's quick. It's safe. And it could save her life.
Call us, the Cancer Information Service, 1-800-4-CANCER.
We can tell you everything you need to know about mammograms.
That's 1-800-4-CANCER.
This evening at 8:00 p.m. in the Stag-Her Inn, the campus
band "Endless Groove" will hold a benefit concert for "Save the
Sound," an organization established to clean up the Long Island
Sound. Doug Pratt, a member of "Endless Groove," says that this
concert will be the first of several for the cause.

Bell Lecture
(continued from p. 1)
work place, school, and home neighborhoods.
He stated that even if a white man has nothing, he would still
consider himself superior to a colored person simply because of the color
of his skin. This mentality, according to Bell, has kept not only black
society from advancement, but it has also hindered the progress of
society in general.
"We live in a society in which racism has been institutionalized,"
said Bell. "It [racism] has become a necessary formality for the proper
functioning of society. The acknowledgement of this problem is not
enough. It does not allow us to be less committed to the 'cause'."
"It will do no harm to adopt an ideal philosophy. There is
ultimately a successful human existence. We must keep fighting , we
must maintain our struggle for equality or see the erosion of our present
position. There is something real out there in America for all blacks."

Bell's Proposal for FP & J
(continued from p. 1)
thought it was so awful that her position was being terminated."
Katz has proposed that the Salary Committee set aside a portion
of the budget to fund the Office of Faith, Peace and Justice and keep
Dinnean as Director. Her full proposal and reasons are in an article in the
Commentary section of The Mirror .
"This effort will demonstrate to the administration how important we think she is," added Katz.
Bell suggested that Dinnean stay on without a salary and protest
the termination. He speaks from experience as he requested a leave of
absence, without pay from Harvard in 1990. He was protesting the lack
of a tenured woman of color on the law faculty, which brought him national attention.
The reasons stated by the administration for the termination, as
reported in last week's Mirror, was financially based, but many among
the University community have voiced disbelief in that reasoning.
Students believed vocal protest was needed to let the administration know that its decision was not well received.
"The real issue here is - are we eliminating a position at the expense of losing the legitimacy of the University's mission to serve the
wider community by educating its students to be socially aware and
morally responsible persons," said Bonita Thompson, '93, vice-president for UMOJA, the Afro-American club on campus and a member of
the tutor program that comes out of the Office of Faith, Peace and Justice.
Another student voiced concern, as well, that this wasn't merely
an issue of economics.
"The University was praised in a national magazine, I believe,
for having a Faith, Peace and Justice minor, especially since it was
backed with an academic background," said Camille Banks, '92, who is
the president of UMOJA.
"This office not only helps at-risk students with its tutoring program, but also coordinates the activities of several student groups, such
as Coalition for a Better World, and provides a interdisciplinary office
that can be used as a resource for the many groups on campus," added
Banks. "The fact that the office is found in an academic setting has
provided an alternative to Campus Ministry and added an accessible
office for various religious groups
"I doubt that the University doesn't have enough money for a
program that not only reflects their mission statement, but has also received recognition," she added.
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Students Remain Unaffected by 92 Scholarship Available
Town Drinking Ordinance
Emily Okenquist
News Editor
University students living
in the Fairfield Beach Road area
do not appear to be feeling the
effects of the public drinking ban
recently passed by the town of
Fairfield.
The Representative Team
Meeting approved a law on September 23,1991 which forbids the
consumption of alcohol or the
possession of alcohol with the intent to drink in and on public highways, sidewalks, and parking areas. Th is went into effect on October7, 991.
'People are being more
carefu now," said Fran Tranch-

ese, '93, "but there are still parties."
The first weekend after the
law was passed, the Fairfield Police Department issued 11 tickets,
though none of them were to Fairfield University students. Most
went to underage high school students.
"The law is so new that it is
difficult to say whether or not it's
really affecting drinking at the
beach," said Robert Comers, Patrol Division Commander of the
Fairfield Police Department.
"There have been only a
handful of arrests throughout
town."
According to the Fairfield
Police, one arrest was made last

Members of the Class of
'92 could receive financial assistance to meet that last tuition bill
this spring.
As their senior gift to
Fairfield, the Class of 1983 established a scholarship fund to recognize a member of each senior class
who has contributed significantly
to the quality of life at Fairfield
through participation in campus
and community activities.
In addition to extracurricular involvement, students will
be evaluated on their academic
record (a minimum G.P.A. of 2.5

weekend which they suspect was a
University student, though that has
not yet been proven.
Although student drinking
does not seem to be affected by the
new ordinance, many feel that it
will in the spring semester when
more outdoor parties will be taking place at the beach area.
"It's been fairly tame right
now," said Claire St. Louis, '93,
"but bye-bye Clam Jam!"
The Fairfield Police also feel
that problems
ynnnnBannnnnnnnnnnnnGBG
may increase in
GBGBGBGBGBGnGBQBGBGBGB
the spring. "This
is just an added
tool to enforce
public drinking,"
said Comers.
,—
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Fairfield Faces

Roberts: Loves the Limelight
Jennifer Delos Santos
Staff Writer
"I have to admit that I love
being in light, I love people clapping," confesses actress Lynn
Roberts. While this woman enjoys soaking up the foot lights,
she's the one you see scurrying
around to find the videos and
microfilm you request from the
Nyselius Library.
But not only is she the Media
Reserves Assistant at the library,
she also has one of the starring
roles in the Connecticut broadcast
movie, "Perty's Station."
"Perty's Station," which
aired on Saturday, November 9, is
a film set in the mid-1800's and is
based on the Underground Railroad here in Newton, Connecticut.
In the movie, Roberts portrays a
young school teacher named Jerucia Moore, who interrupts an encounter of individuals involved in
the Underground Railroad.
It's a story about her and a
man named Perty who runs the
Underground Railroad in Connecticut. Issues on slavery are
brought up in the movie and Jerucia is confronted with a personal
decision determining the capture
and freedom of slaves passing
through.
Basically, the part came
looking for Roberts. She believes
that her last college play production could have been her audition
for this part. The writer, Don
Coonley, went to see her in action.
He actually had her in mind when
he wrote the play. She had grown

up with Coonley and had even
worked on a production with him
when she was eleven years old.
Roberts has been acting "in
and out" since she was a little kid.
"Downtown Cabaret" was one of
the plays that she did when she was
young.
All throughout school,
Roberts has been active on stage
although she'd "never think about
doing it as a career" at the time.
She "got serious about it
when [she] went into college."
There she double-majored in Theater and English.
Roberts attended Drew
University for her undergraduate
studies. The "department, [though]
small but very well run" gave her
the inspiration to treat the theater
as her main concern. She liked the
drama department at Drew beause
it was "very student oriented and a
lot of the students wrote the plays
and a lot of the students directed."
Roberts was "just really impressed
with it," therefore she "wanted to
be a part of it."
Because she liked it so

much, she became the chairman of
the Drew University Dramatic Society.
Roberts prefers drama over
comedy or musicals.
"It's more of an emotional
exploration of yourself," she reflects, "which is the reason why
I'm in it in the first place."
Although she does prefer
drama more, two of her favorite
roles were in comedies. She claims
that comedy is harder to do and
"you have to really trust your
script."
Aside from acting, Roberts
has quite a few other accomplishments under her belt. She has a
masters degree in Education ad
has also taught English as well as
Drama. In addition, she taught the
Upward Bound Program, which is
a summer school theater course
for inner city kids.
In the future, Roberts would
like to work on a Shakespearean
play, like The Taming ofthe Shrew.
She can't audition for the big
commercial movies yet since she
doesn't have an agent - but that
isn't to say that she'd never audition for one.
Since Roberts feels that she
is an aspiring actress herself, she
was surprised when asked to give
advice to other amateur actors.
Something that she had told her
Upward Bound Students about
acting can apply here: "If you're
going to get emotional about something, you've got to be willing to
feel that in front of a zillion people."
As Roberts proved, the result is success.

Is William F. Buckley Losing His Mind?
Feminism far from dead, three faculty members say
James Bodor
Features Editor
"The goddess that failed,"
William F. Buckley and his colleagues at the National Review are
saying.
Feminism, they claim, is
dead. It has failed in its original
purpose, and has not received
general acceptance amongst
women. Three faculty members
were asked to respond to the claims
put forth by the National Review
magazine, a magazine generally
accepted as having strong conservative views on most matters. The
faculty members, all involved in
some way in the feminist movement, responded to the claims with
a resounding "No!" when asked if
feminism is dead.
Professor Joan Fleitas of the
Nursing School does not believe
that feminism is dead, but does feel
that the modern college student
displays a certain degree of unawareness about equality issues in
society. "I don't think feminism
has failed, but on university campuses, students in general tend to
reflect their upbringing, and their
sense that equality should be present, and their lack of awareness
that it is not," presents a problem,
she believes.
She also believes that feminism has acquired a negative connotation that turns students away
from declaring themselves "feminists." "For some reason they
equate it with lesbianism, but that' s
not the case. A lot of men believe
in it," she said.
The focus of feminism,
Fleitas believes, for it not to fail,
"should be humanism. In order to
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have a society that works, there has
to be a sense of equality. Men
can't do it alone, and women can't
do it alone." Men and women
must cooperate and compromise,
she believes, to imbue society with
a sense of equality.
*
M. Sallyanne Ryan, Assistant Professorof Communications,
agrees that feminism is "alive and
well." She sees feminism as being
in a unique phase in its education
in relation to society. "What's
going on here is we've moved into
a phase of silencing feminist
voices... I think feminism itself,
though, as a perspective, is and
always has been evolving."
Feminism, she believes, is
not a monolithic concept in which
all of its followers follow it in the
same manner. "It's inaccurate to
talk about feminism as a unitary
concept. There are many different
perspectives on it. What makes
them all related is a focal concern
of women's condition in society,"
she said. She said that feminism is
not dead because it has abandoned
some of its original concern, but
rather that it has moved on to tackle
new quesitons, including the differences between women of different races, and the examination
of gender as a "social construct" as
being a product of one's environment.
Sally O'Driscoll, Professor
of English, also sees feminism as
caught in a conservative phase in
history. "We're in a very conservative period now, and feminism
is a potentially revolutionary concept. It's not dead, it's embattled."
She too sees that the tern
"feminist" has developed a negative connotation, especially

amongst her students. But, she
said, the negative connotation is
with the term "feminist," not with
the goals of the movement. "Yes,
younger women do not identify
themselves as feminists. But, for
instance, I asked my classes if they
are 'feminist,' and they said no.
But if you take the goals, and ask,
' Do you believe women should get
equal pay as men, etc.,'they agree.
In what sense are they not feminists?"
O'Driscoll added that,
"Feminism is about raising consciousness. Once you've raised it,
it doesn't go away."
What, then, can Buckley and
his editors at the National Review
say? In the wake of the Hill-Thomas Affair, to which the above
pointed as the biggest indicator of
feminism's vibrancy, they have
proclaimed feminism dead.
Women at Fairfield University,
though, find the claim outrageous.
Perhaps these women should write
letters to the National Review, and
answer Buckley directly.

Bodor
s
Bravura
Why the Chameleon Returns,
and I Depart

James Bodor
Features Editor
The chameleon is back.
Or maybe I should say
that snarling, curly-headed,
nearly-androgynous chameleon,
from the big family, with the
brother with a chip on his shoulder, and the sister who likes to
bare all for bucks, is back. And
he's changed, yet again.
Yes, while Jermaine was
1|
writing a book and LaToya was baring her breasts, Michael (Michael
Jackson, if you haven't already guessed) was cutting a record, and
singing about his own version of Utopia, where racism is dead,
everyone owns big houses filled with fuzzy animals (living and
stuffed), sleeps in self-preservation tanks, watches E.T. twenty-four
hours a day, talks to Diana Ross once a week, and, most importantly,
is LEFT ALONE! Oh, and everyone wears tape on their fingers, a
white glove on one hand, and cries at the drop of a hat.
Sir Thomas Moore must be spinning in his grave. Any moment he'll plunge a sullied hand through the dirt and reach for Michael's throat, like the ghoulies in the Thriller video.
Yes, the chameleon is back, this time looking a little lighter
and as thin and as emotionally unstable as ever before. And it looks
as though (to me, at least) we love him as much as we ever have before.
What is the appeal of this modern-day Lazarus, who, every
few years, just when you think he has disappeared into his private
cocoon for one final time, rises from the dead to shake the world in a
way his contemporary, Prince, can only dream about? Why do we all
love the chameleon? (Oh, admit, we all like him, even those of us who
are closet chameleon fans.)
Is it the music? Sure, the tunes are catchy, but he's no Mozart
(ask Orin Grossman if you don't believe me). Is it his sister? No, I
don't think so; she and her snake are nothing more than a passing
curiosity for most. Is it his apparent gender problem? Maybeforsome,
but not for me. Is it his voice, his concerts, the excitement he
generates? Possibly. Is it his videos? Maybe.
Or is it really something else? Could it be that Michael reflects
the weird in all of us, the sensitive, the confused, the slightly bizarre?
Or could it be the misanthrope in Michael, the side of him that wants
to run away to the wilderness and spend the rest of his days trapped
inside a Disney movie, wandering about the imaginary labyrinth of his
mind where all is good and evil is dead?
Why do we love the chameleon?
Maybe we love him because he' s the last dreamer left after the
death of John Lennon. Maybe we love him because he's just so damn
sensitive that we think he'd take it personally if we didn't buy his
albums. Or maybe he's the biggest con artist after Madonna. But I
don't think so.
I think we love Michael because he's real. He lives in the
imaginary world to which all of us wish to escape. He changes with
the wind. He tells the world how he feels, he lays himself bare (even
barer than his sister), he's not afraid to be vulnerable in front of millions (now I sound like a psychiatrist).
Michael is the new religion for some (boy, the Jesuits will love
that statement). He is no longer a person. He is a modern-day version
of that for which Joseph Campbell searched the past.
Michael is myth. The Chameleon is myth, myth bigger than
Bo or Reggie or that other Michael, Jordan. Bigger than Magic. Much
bigger than Prince, or Madonna. We'll tell our children about him, and
our children's children about him.
That's why we love the Chameleon, and why the Chameleon
keeps coming back, a different color each time.
One Final Note: This is the final Bodor's Bravura which will
appear in The Mirror for awhile. Next semester I will be taking a trip
to Washington, D.C., to act as The Mirror correspondent there (and
to take a few courses and intern, hopefully, at CNN or some other giant
news corporation). But, fear not, faithful fans (if I have any, even one,
who has bothered to read this far), I will be returning to Fairfield next
year, for my final year as a student here, and, hopefully, will continue
to write for The Mirror.
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Men with Earrings and Women with Tattoos
Studs with stud earrings and gals with tattooed ankles trade traditional gender accessories
Claire St. Louis
Assistant Features Editor
"Guys who wear earrings
are more at risk of being raped than
girls who have tattoos."
A true statement from an
educated student? Or a sexist myth
poking fun at the rising trend in
gender-swapping accessories?
It used to be that you could
safely stereotype those who wore
dangling earrings as women and
those who had anchors or snakes
encircling "Mother" on their chests
as men.
But it is the nineties and
times are changing. No longer are
' earrings exclusively for females or
tattoos strictly for sailors who have
not seen land since Gilligan left
Hawaii on a three hour tour. A
three hour tour.
What is the world coming
to? Are men who don diamond
studs not as studly? Should women
with roses stitched onto their ankles
be sending these men flowers instead of receiving them?
According to the students,
earrings do not make men less masculine, nor do tattoos make women
less feminine.
Kevin Johnson got his
diamond stud earring installed in
October of his freshman year here
at Fairfield. He looks to ancient
civilizations to justify his decision.
"I like the way it looks and
I thought it would look good on
me," he says. "Besides, earrings
were made for men before they
were made for women, in ancient
Egyptian times."
But Johnson's earring is
not as much an Egyptian fashion
statement as it is a fashionable
thing to do. Another male student
comments on his decision to wear
two silver hoops instead of the
more common one earring.
"I got the first earring
because I wanted to, I guess just to
see what it would look like," he
says. "I got the second one be-

cause by the time I was a freshman
here, everyone had one earring,
and I didn't feel like looking like
everyone else."
Why does he think earrings for males are so popular?
"Most people get them
now to try to be something they're
not," he explains. "They see other
people with them and they think
that getting an earring will make
them look cool."
The female students agree.
One student commented that earrings are not for every male, saying
"On some guys it looks good. On
other guys you wonder why they
were born."
Tattoos on females also get
mixed reactions. One male comments that "one or two tattoos are
okay, if done tastefully." But taste,
in tattoos as in earrings, is subjective. Allison Carroll recently got
a green shamrock tattooed on her
left hip, which is in a place where
only she — and a few intimate
friends — can see it. She agrees
that tattoos on females are a prevalent fad now, but one that goes in
and out of style regularly.
"It used to be that only
drunken sailors got tattoos," she
says. "Now it's the trend. I think
it will die down eventually, but for
now it's the thing to do. It's one of
those cyclical things — they were
pretty popular in the seventies, then
they went out, and now they're
back. Give it twenty years and
they'll be back again."
Carroll and other students
concur that roses are the most
popular design of tattoo among
women. Jennifer O'Neill chose
this design, which is tattooed on
her inner right ankle.
"Along with always wanting a tattoo, I've always wanted a
little rose," says O'Neill. "Everyone has this image that only guys
with Harley Davidsons or Navy
guys get tattoos. That's not true.
And not all tattoos are ugly. A lot
of people wouldn't get a tattoo be-

cause it's permanent. But most
people think it's cool."
Other females are seeking
more individualized designs to get
permanently sewn onto their bodies. Crystal LaVoie selected a
custom designed peace sign surrounded by a vine to be tattooed on
her ankle.
."It's sort of like wearing

jewelry — it's an expression of
your personality," she says. "My
middle name is Peace, so what
better expression of my personality than a peace sign?"
Crystal introduced her
boyfriend, Cosmos Sunshine
[check his birth certificate if you
don't believe me], who is a former
member of the earringed male
population.
"Cosmos used to have an
earring, but he doesn't anymore,"
says Crystal. "I guess it lost its
novelty. He does things until
they 're no longer different, then he
stops doing them."
Cosmos' attitude is held by
many tattooed
women and earringed men. While
many people do
get tattoos or earrings just because
it is in vogue this
week, many others do it as a personal statement to
themselves.
But what
about the pain? Is

Senate Minutes for 11/12/91
The meeting came to order with thirty-six members in atendance
at seven-thirty. President John Tedesco began the meeting with the
committee reports.
Jen Graf, Chair-person of Judiciary, presented the committees'
bills. Bill 1442, stipulating the sophomore nominee for the University
Council was rejecteed, 8-10-20. This was due to the Senate's belief that
the candidate was not able to offer adequate time for such a responsibility.
Next, Bill 1442 (since the above was not accepted), was passed
36-0-2, establishing Chris Duffy on the Traffic Appeal Board. Bill 1443
was also passed, 35-1-2, permitting Bob Raimondo, Shawn McVicker
and Claudia Jimenz to attend the National Conference on Student
Services. Lastly, Bill 1444 was passed, 34-0-4, permitting Anne
Tuomey to also attend the National Conference on Student Services.
In University Life, Chair-person Bob Raimondo, discussed his
committees plans to research the ABC broadcast on abusive drinking
which included Fairfield. The Senate discussed their approval on such
an issue and emphasized the need to get the faculty, administration, and
entire school body involved.
In University Development, Chair-person Shwn McVicker discussed the issue in his committee. He emphasized the need to re-evaluate
the policy for registration, i.e., class prerequisites and priority in majors.
Next, Senator Kelly Hanlon spoke on her fight for a nutritious alternative to be offered by Seilers. The Senate expressed their support.
Lastly, Tedesco offered the resignation of Senator Kevin Croce
to the Senate. He explained this was due to class conflict. The meeting
was then adjourned at eight-thirty with thirty-five members in attendance.
Respectfully submitted,
Claudia Jimenez
Senate Secretary

the experience of having a needle
doodle on their skin a lesson in
excruciation they'd just as soon
forget and never repeat?
"It was worth it," says Carroll. "I had it done in a place that
wasn't as painful as other spots.
But it still hurt. I didn't cry over it,
but I did have to grit my teeth in
pain. The outlining was the worst
part, and the coloring in didn't
really hurt."
O'Neill wasn't so lucky.
"The guy [at the tattoo
parlor] said I would feel a burning
sensation," says O'Neill. "But it
felt like he was ripping my skin
off."
Getting a tattoo can be
likened to childbirth. The pain of
passing a squirming, screaming,
living being through an opening
the size of a dime is so bad that the
subsequent portions of the delivery are nothing. Of course, while
labor can last several—nay, many,
many hours, the tattooing process,
say Carroll and O'Neill, lasts about
five minutes.
Of course, getting an ear
pierced is not always a painless
experience either. Patrick Clark
still winces as he recalls the time
his friend pierced his ear for him.
"She used a needle which
someone sterilized with a lighter,"
Clark describes. "I didn't know
the needle was threaded, and that
the thread had a knot in it."
Okay, so the needle had a
tiny thread attached to it, and the
string just happened to have a little

knot in it. How much could that
hurt?
"It was terrible," Clark
replies. "It was one of the worst
things I have ever done. Why it
never got infected is beyond me. I
should have had gangrene or something. The next morning it was
still pretty sore. But it's something
that when I'm forty I'll look back
and laugh at."
So why did Clark go
through with it?
"Peer pressure," Clark
responds simply. "It was a phase.
I'm usually fairly straight-laced,
so this was something different,
something rebellious."
The rebellion was shortlived, however, as Clark let the
hole in his ear lobe close up after a
short time.
"It served a purpose for
awhile, then I didn't need it anymore," says Clark. "I threw the
earring in the Danube River."
No, Clark did not fly halfway across the globe to purge
himself of this jeweled curse. He
just happened to be there when that
purpose had been fulfilled.
Of course, returning back
to the straight-laced masses is
simpler for guys with earrings than
it is with gals with tattoos. All the
guy has to do is remove the earring
and wait for the hole in his lobe to
seal up. But to get a tattoo removed requires a skin graft.
I think I'll stick with clipon earrings and presto-magic decals. Just to be on the safe side.

rAPIZZA-CENTER-I
Family Restaurant & Pizza
116 Post Rd. - Fairfield, Connecticut

Student Specials
Free Delivery 255-1596
$5 Min. for Delivery
16" Large Cheese Pizza
taxinc!uded

SfiQO

For On Campus Delivery Only
Not good with other offers

16" Large Cheese Pizza
with One Topping

$750taxinc|uded

For On Campus Delivery Only
Not good with other offers

Large Cheese Calzone
Free Side of Sauce

$ R 5 0tax included
For On Campus Delivery Only
Not good with other offers

Chicken or Veal Parmesan
tax mc|uded
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For On Campus Delivery Only
Not good with other offers
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Claire-Voyance

ArOUnd CampUS
by Chris Herstine
Should condoms be distributed on campus?

The Last Worthless Evening
Claire St. Louis
Assistant Features Editor

Kathy Latek '93 - Yes, condoms
should be distributed in order to
encourage students to practice safe
sex and to limit the spread of AIDS
and STDs. Although the problem
of unsafe sex is a moral issue, it is
also a health issue.

Colleen Coyle '93 - No, because
Fairfield is a Jesuit university and
by handing out condoms, they
would be promoting premarital sex.

Nicholas Brophy '92 - Yes and
no. Yes because it will prevent
mass Yuppie reproduction and No
because the population of applicants will dwindle, leaving our
beloved alma mater to dust.

Have Happy Holidays with Healthful Eating
American Heart
Association
For your heart's sake, don't
let your healthy diet go on vacation
during the holidays.
Foods high in cholesterol,
fat and salt are common in traditional holiday meals. If eaten on a
regular basis, they also may lead to
higher blood cholesterol and blood
pressure, which are risk factors for
heart disease.
Yet holiday feasts can be
festive without being fattening.
Your diet should include various
fruits, vegetables, low-fat dairy
products, breads, cereals, pasta,
grains, poultry, fish and lean meats.
So create your own holiday
traidtions by modifying recipes and
changing habits.
How do you do it? Carbohydrates should be a little more
than half of your daily calories, the
American Heart Association says.
Limit your total fat intake to 30
percent, or about a third of your
calories.
The rest of your calories
should come from protein.
In addition, your cholesterol
intake should not exceed 300 milligrams per day. And keep sodium
intake to under 3,000 milligrams
(about a teaspoon of salt) per day.
If you drink alcohol, limit
your daily intake to no more than
one or two ounces. An ounce of
ethanol (pure alcohol) is contained
in 2 ounces of 100-proof whiskey,
8 ounces of wine, or 24 ounces of
beer.
You can help avoid obesity
- another risk factor for heart disease - by balancing your calorie

intake with physical activity.
And with a little creativity,
you can enhance holiday meal traditions.
For example, use margarine
instead of butter, and egg whites or
cholesterol-free egg substitutes for
whole eggs. Choose low-fat or fatfree dairy products such as skim
milk, 1 percent fat milk and lowfat cheese.
When choosing grain products, use whole grain breads such
as 100 percent whole wheat or rye;
whole grain cereals such as oatmeal or shredded wheat; and brown
rice and pasta.
Use oils that have less saturated fatty acid; They include
canola, corn, safflower, sunflower
seed, sesame seed, soybean and
olive.
Chicken, ground turkey
without skin, lean beef and pork
are better than beef and pork with
heavy fat covering and marbling
such as rib roast, T-bone steak,
sausage, bacon and ham.
Bake, braise, boil, roast and
saute meats, fish and poultry because these methods require little
extra fat and tend to remove fat
contained in the meat.
Try a low-sodium salt substitute instead of using salt for
seasoning. Better yet, use spices
and herbs to enjoy natural flavors
of food.
For dessert, serve more fresh
frutis and low-fat or non-fat yogurt
instead of cake, candy, pie and ice
cream.
To avoid gorging, don't fast
before a feast. Eat a healthy snack
between meals.
Avoid eating every type of

food just to please hosts. Ifyoudo,
take only a third or fourth of your
normal serving size.
Plan gatherings where food
is not the central focus. Have a
soup or salad buffet lunch or brunch
instead of the normal afternoon
and evening feasts. Arrange foods
on table in decreasing order of
importance. Serve dessert only
after the meal.
When dining out, avoid
foods with sauces, gravies and salad
dressings. They add extra calories.
In short, don't be a stuffed
turkey at Thanksgiving. Serve
healthful meals to family and
friends as a Christmas or Hanukkah gift. And make a resolution to
eat healthfully in the new year.
For more information on
healthful eating during the holidays - or any time - contact your
doctor or nearest American Heart
Association. They'll help youhave a happy, healthy holiday
season.
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Dear C.F.:
So how was he? I mean, really, how many people do you know
who can say they've slept with Don Henley? Not only is he probably
a great entertainer, but having sexual relations with a dream mist is
100% safe sex.
But let's get down to the heart of the matter here. This is the end
of the innocence for her. Maybe she'sjust desperado for attention. By
showering all this concern over her, you're just fueling her desire to
keep sleeping with the guy and in doing so you're building the perfect
beast.
But have a peaceful, easy feeling about all this. Because unless
she tries to shack up with him in some hotel in California, this will all
die down soon. And if she's making all this up, she can't hide those
lyin' eyes for long. But if she's telling the truth and you don't humor
her, she'll turn into a witchy woman. Who knows? Maybe all she
wants to do is dance with Don in her sleep.
But come on, gals! Give me details here. People love dirty
laundry, and I am certainly no exception. I'm sure Don Henley is better
than all those boys of summer we grew up with. After all, there's just
not enough love in the world, so let your friend take it where she can
get it. Because in the long run, there's gonna be a heartache tonight if
this life in the fast lane takes a wrong turn.
After the thrill is gone, your friend will find that love is much
better when you're awake. I can't tell you why - maybe I'm just the
new kid in town when it comes to sexual fantasies with dreamt-up rock
stars.
So tell your friends to take it to the limit, because one of these
nights, she's going to dream her last intercourse with the Don-man.
Then she'll look at that tequila sunrise in a new light.
Take it easy!
Claire

Waiting for Godot in a Pizza Restaurant
Niall McArdle
Staff Writer
Eat your heart out
McDonald's. The lines in Moscow
are nothing compared to the scenes
I witnessed last week at the new
Pizza Hut on Blackrock Turnpike.
Deciding that an evening away
from Seiler's would be good, several friends and myself tried out
the latest branch of this huge chain.
Fine. Only the rest of New
England decided to go there as
well. People every where. Seated,
standing in line. And nobody eat-

YOU'RE KIDDING!
$20FFASUPERCUT?
CUTITOUT!
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Dear Claire:
We are starting to get worried about our friend, "Trudy." About
a month ago, a few of us went to the Walden Woods Concert. "Trudy"
had mentioned she thought Don Henley was awesome, but we weren' t
prepared for her drooling during his performance.
But it has gotten progressively worse. It started with her
playing the Don Henley CD non-stop (we're talking 24 hours a day).
Then one morning she woke up with a huge grin. When asked why she
was so cheerful she told us she had a sexual fantasy with Don and was
angered that we woke her.
Unfortunately, this was not an isolated dream. It seems like all
she wants to do is sleep in hopes that she will have it again. We often
find her sleeping with a grin on her face and when she wakes she tells
us about Don. What should we do? Is this unhealthy?
— Concerned Friends

i
i
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ing. We were seated soon enough
but then had to wait an hour and
three quarters to receive our food.
The waitress very kindly offered
us free breadsticks and a pitcher of
Pepsi to make up for the delay.
Other patrons were less patient than
we, choosing simply to up and
leave. The manager, an honors
graduate of the Fast Food school of
grovelling, apologized in turn to
every customer, hands wringing
nervously as he attempted to maintain his smile in the face of irate
customers.

And we waited. At one
point we considered having Domino's come over to the restaurant.
But then the pizzas arrived, and
they were very tasty. And to our
amazement, even after all that time,
they were hot.
It's not that Pizza Hut
doesn't provide good food. They
do. But I like having my dinner
arrive within a reasonable amount
of time. I will go back there, but I
will phone first.
Or maybe I'll just phone
Domino's.

DON'T FORGET...

TICK TACK TOE
FOR YOUR HOLIDAY
SHOPPING...
GIFTS FROM $12.95
SLIPPER SOCKS 14.00
SWEATERS STARTS 25.00 AND MORE

GREAT STUFF!!
10:30 - 6 P.M. THURSDAY TIL 8 P.M.
CALL FOR HOLDAY HOURS
VISA/MASTER AMEX
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Consumer Protection
So, you've made the decision to practice safe sex, but
there aren't condoms here on campus. This shouldn't stop you
from being a responsible citizen, however, as there are an
assortment of convenience stores right in Fairfield that sell an
equally diverse assortment of condoms all within driving or
walking distance.
There is a student committee at Fairfield currently
looking into ways to increase the on-campus awareness of
sexually transmitted diseases and incorporated with this aim is
their hope to get condoms distributed on campus through the
University's Health Center, to go along with the education on
the subject the Center provides. But such a strategy is missing
the point of why we are regarded or hope to be regarded as responsible, mature young adults.
Whether one agrees with the Catholic doctrine on birth
control or not, if we are old enough to make the decision to
have sex, and feel we are responsible about our decision, then
we are all equally responsible to go out and buy a condom.
The school, which often is openly attacked by students
who claim the school treats us as immature babies who need to
be watched and told what to do, because we can't take care of
ourselves, will be doing just the thing we don't want them to
do - not letting us take care of ourselves. We are smart, mature
individuals who should know by now just what we believe in
and what are values are.
Perhaps, in the inner city, where illiteracy, drugs, lack
of education, AIDS, STD's and unwanted teenage preganancies are a part of life, distribution of condoms can be viewed
as a band-aid solution for a greater social ill that must get
serious, immediate treatment, and time for educaition and real
solutions.
But, for students at Fairfield University who are literate, hopefully; intelligent; mature; healthy and optimistic of
the future, the issue of using a condom becomes the personal
decision of whether or not to buy them. This goes for both men
and women.
In fact, there may even be the sentiment among those
students who have made the decision not to practice sex, that
they don't want to pay for somebody else's safe sex.
And merely going beyond personal feelings, if a small
Jesuit University is able to oveturn the doctrine of a religion
that has been around for a good long while it will have accomplished the feat of an eon. A feat that is is highly unlikely.
With the increase of sexually transmitted diseases, the
threat of AIDS, and the problem of teenage pregnancy, using
a condom during intercourse is a responsible decision. It is
surprising, however, how many young people still choose to
be sexually active with all these things adding to the danger of
sex.
However, things become muddled and blurry in the
context of sexual relations and not every question can be
answered. The student committee here on campus is trying to
address a very real problem and that is proper and welcome.
The proposed solution, however, doesn't hit the mark. The
real solution lies with people acting responsibly and maturely.
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Letters to the Editor
Looking at Fairfield's content instead ofjust its image.
To the Editor:
Everyone should take a second look at the ABC news incident, and think about more than
Fairfield's image— it's content.
I am a freshman, and heard
two things about the University
before I got here. One was that it is
an excellent school. The other was
that it is a big party school. Since

I have been here, I've found that
both are true.
During the week students are
extremely serious about school.
Just look in the library or a study
lounge on a Monday or Tuesday
night for proof. But on weekends,
students are serious about partying. Just watch the clip from ABC
news for proof of that.
The students that were quoted

in the report did not say brilliant
things, but why don't we start worrying more about content rather
than image, unless we are so vain
that image is more important.
All of the people who are so
worried about the tarnished image
of Fairfield should work on changing the content of the University.
Rich Pisarra, '95

Closing the gate on a reasonable security policy.
To the Editor:
On the November 9, at
roughly 6:30 p.m., we were leaving campus by the main entrance
on North Benson Road. We were
stopped by two fire trucks which
were obviously responding to an
alarm.
As the trucks approached
the entrance gate near the
townhouses, they stopped in the
middle of the road. The gates to
this entrance were closed and
locked. Responding to an alarm at
Dolan Campus, the fire trucks were
unable to enter through this gate.
Due to Fairfield University's security policy, the firefighters were unable to respond to this
alarm by the most direct route. Not
only were they unable to gain entrance, but a firefighter had to get
out of the truck to check to see if in
fact the gate was locked, thus
wasting more valuable time.
After this, both fire trucks

had to waste more time by turning
around and searching for an alternative means of entrance.
It appeared to us that this
whole unfortunate incident was
completely unnecessary and a serious inhibition to the fire department's ability to perform its duty.
For some reason, security believes
that closing these gates so early in
the evening makes our campus
much safer.
Obviously the fire department thought the gate would be
open. What if there were an actual
fire at Dolan Campus?
Moreover, this entrance is
not uniformly closed at the same
time each night. When we came
back to campus at midnight that
same night, the gate on Barlow
Road was still open. Are we to
keep the fire department and students constantly guessing?
For students it is more of an
inconvenience. For the fire department and those students af-

fected by an actual fire, the implications could be much more serious. At the very least, security
should have responded by opening
the gates before the fire department had arrived.
For all practical purposes,
those gates should be left open
until security takes their nightly
post in the guard house by the Prep
School. In this way, neither students nor the fire department would
be unnecessarily inhibited.
We realize the need to have
those gates locked at certain times
in order to control the late night
flow of traffic. But is 6:30 p.m.
late at night?
We think not, and we imagine the fire department does not
think so either.
Gregory Arpino, '92
Paul Casieri, '92
Frank Chesky, '92
Chris Romanyshyn, '92
Derrick Scenna, '92

Coalition for a Better World thanks Seilers.
To the Editor:
On behalf of Coalition for a
Better World, we would like to
recognize Seder's for working so
closely with our group. On Halloween, we brought children trickor-treating at the townhouses, and
Seder's graciously donated cook-

ies and drink for a party afterwards.
The children appreciated it
and so do we.
This week Seiler' s has been
very generous in giving us money
for Oxfam America. In the past,
Seilers has donated more than just
the amount acquired by students

giving up their meals. Some of our
programs couldn't have occurred
without the help of Seder's.
They deserve our gratitude.
Carmela Telese, '93
Laurie Grosso, '93
Mike Poirer, '92
Ringgo Abarro, '92

NOTES & ASIDES Staff writers respond to Perspectives.
Diana Cortese
Staff Writer
After reading Annie Heckenberger's article
on non-alcoholic programming (Perspectives, 11/
7/91), I was outraged.
That segment of Fairfield's student body that
does not drink has every right to have their own activities. Attendance at many of these events has
been low, but instead of quitting after less than one
semester, such programs should be strengthened.
The article stated that "the minority of students who don't drink are going to have to work at
becoming the majority in order to make all of the
non-alcoholic events worth the time and money
spent on them."
But ignoring minority voices is not the solution to the problem. Society has done that for years,
and it's led to such things as racism and sexism.
Instead of encouraging non-drinkers to conform, we should support their decision by continuing to provide non-alcoholic programming.

Annie Heckenberger
Staff Writer
I would like to respond to some of the misinterpretations which have been expressed relating to an
article which I wrote for The Mirror on non-alcoholic programming.
In the article, I stated that a minority of Fairfield students do not drink, and even fewer have
attended non-alcoholic events this year. I wrote that
"participation and response has generally been very
low this year," but by no means did I suggest that all
alternatives to drinking should be cut because of lagging participation.
I suggested that "Fairfield should offer fewer
non-alcoholic activities," and that some of the programs presently offered should be put on hiatus and
revived with the hope of more interest.
And I concluded that those students who don't
drink should take advantage of the good programs
which exist and which are paid for by their student
activity fees.
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The power play behind Stepsis' resignation"
Now that Stepsis is out of the picture, Barone can finally retire.
Mark A. Sarro
Commentary Editor
The official script, written last
month by Fr. Kelley, goes like this:
"Knowing that there would be
a significant change in the administrative structure with Dr. Barone's retirement, Dr. Robert Stepsis, the Academic Vice President,
has given me early notice that he
will resign from his position at the
end of the academic year."
But if Fr. Kelley thinks anybody is buying that story, hair isn't
the only thing missing from his
head.
The power play between these
three characters, which ended last
month in Stepsis' resignation as
AVP and Barone's retirement as
Provost, has a much more scandalous plot and enough blunders, bad
blood, and backstabbing to make
Macbeth read like a comedy.
Act I, Scene I: A tale full of
sound and fury (This Barone guy
is everywhere). When Stepsis
came to Fairfield five years ago,
Barone had been here for nearly
forty. And while Stepsis has a
reputation as a take-charge guy,
Barone has always been the one in
charge.
Needless to say, they didn't
hit it off very well.
Three years ago, for example,
Stepsis wanted to sit on the Faculty
Research Committee. Barone (also
Director of Research) was already

on the committee, and is said to
have opposed membership for the
AVP. The committee voted against
Stepsis. I don't think Barone lost
any sleep over the vote.
Stepsis is also said to have,
wanted more control over the University's computers. Last week, he
told me that changes in computers
"have not been enough or fast
enough." But that was Barone's
turf, and he wasn't about to budge.
Now that there's a Director of
Academic Computing, however,
Stepsis said, "My successor will be
in a better position to make improvements." He had lost again.
Act I, Scene II: Double,
double, toil and trouble (The bald,
little priest is pretty tough too). If
Stepsis wasn't exactly buddy-buddy
with Barone, he sure wasn't scoring any brownie points with Fr.
Kelley— who is about as tight with
Barone as a Jesuit can get with
someone without breaking his

vows.
Stepsis' biggest battles with
Kelley came over athletics. Fr.
Kelley (a.k.a. MAAC President)
said last year, for example, "I think
it's very important for institutions
like Fairfield, which take both academics and athletics seriously, to
stay Division I."
But Stepsis told me last week
that he thinks "athletics is always
secondary to the primary purpose
of this institution," and that he has
found Division III athletics to be
"a workable and congenial situation" at other schools.
I don't need to tell you who
ultimately won that argument.
Fr. Kelley not only wants to
stay Division I, he wants to increase athletic scholarships. While
Stepsis told me that the amount of
money Fairfield spends on athletics "is for other people to decide,"
he is against increases which "come
at the expense of academic and
need-based programs."
I'll give you three guesses
where the cash for more athletic
scholarships is going to come from.
Act II, Scene I: Is that a dagger which I see before me? (Let's
see how many times I can stab
myself with it). Notwithstanding
last year's scuttlebutt over the cancellation of the third reading day
(and its reinstatement a month
later), Stepsis had made his share
of big booboos at Fairfield.
When Stepsis failed to reach

an agreement with the Academic
Council on the University' s maternal leave policy, for example, he
didn't make any new friends among
the faculty.
Fr. Kelley wasn't too thrilled
by the whole thing either— especially after he was barraged with
questions on the subject for almost
an hour at his annual get-together
with faculty members last year.
And I doubt that the dismal
failure of the freshman housing
policy, which is said to have been
Stepsis' brainchild, contributed to
his job security.
Although he denies that the
policy "came from any one person," he told me that he is still
"supportive of the comprehensive
freshman year program" and that
freshman housing was "clearly not
given enough time" to work.
The saddest part is that he was
serious.
Act II, Scene II: Fair is foul
and foul is fair (Are you sure
you've got enough rope there,
Bob?). If Barone and Kelley didn't
exactly plan Stepsis' fall, they
didn't do anything to stop it either.
He was not only hung out to dry
over the third reading day last year,
but was left out in the cold over the
decision to put a new floor in
Alumni Hall.
Although, as chair of the Long
Range Planning Committee, Stepsis listened to many proposals for
the new floor, he told me he "had

PERSPECTIVES

Do freshmen need the Freshman Experience?
Diana Cortese
Staff Writer
The University's Freshman Experience program is in its second
year running. A series of lectures and group meetings with two assigned
facilitators, the program is designed to help freshmen adjust to life at
Fairfield. But with the end of the semester approaching, many students
are questioning its value.
Having a freshmen group was extremely beneficial during Orientation. It helped new students make friends, and the facilitators' muchneeded help was appreciated. Since the same group of students meets
regularly, many freshmen who met during Orientation are still good
friends to this day. And it's comforting to know that your facilitator is
always prepared to help you out.
Many students do go regularly, and genuinely enjoy the program.
And when everyone puts effort into it, the meetings can be really
interesting. But something has happened since the beginning of the year.
The number of freshmen participating in the program has declined
along with their interest.
Some people don't participate because they have other commitments, some because they
didn't want to, and others because
no one else goes. And while the
group discussions are supposed to
be stress-relievers and opportunities to talk over any problems
students might have, if people
aren't going any more, maybe the
program just isn't necessary.
The success of the program
depends primarily upon two things- the subject matter of the meeting
and the quality of the facilitators.
When the topic of the group discussions isn't of importance to
students, they will not waste their time participating because they know
that there's a pile of homework waiting for them back in their dorm
rooms.
Likewise, all of our facilitators are friendly, and can be very helpful
to freshmen on everything from academic problems to weekend plans.
However, if students do not respect their facilitators, they will not go to
the meetings.
The whole situation has brought about mixed feelings. You can't
very well cut a program that helps out students. But you also can't keep
it if many students are obviously uninterested. In order for the Freshman
Experience to continue for a third year, it is crucial that the University
reevaluate the program and make definite modifications to it.

Monica Chelchowski
Staff Writer
Thanks to the efforts of my facilitators and the other freshmen in
my group, I have had only positive experiences with the Freshman
Experience. But as some upperclassmen have recently argued, integrated floors may eliminate the need for the program.
Living on freshmen-only floors is great because we get to know our
classmates well. But if we have a problem with classes or even need
someone to tell us when enough is enough, we really have no one.
Not that we would be totally dependent on our upperclassmen
neighbors, but since we do not have the benefit of sophomores, juniors
or seniors living with us, at least we have our facilitators to turn to when
we need them. (Isn't it odd how the Freshman Experience was started
around the same time they stopped integrating floors?)
While most freshmen find their facilitators approachable, some
feel as if their facilitators are lording over them as some kind of authority
figures. Facilitators are really our
"The intentions of the program
peers and should not be thought of
are to offer a welcome to students; as someone who you cannot talk to
to acquaint students with fellow
or be friends with.
classmates, upperclassmen,
I attend my group meetings
faculty, and administration on a
regularly, along with about six
community level; and to open
other people (half the actual group
students to questions of'
size), because we get along well
otherness'-- interaction and
with each other and with our facilicommunity responsibility-- on
tators, and we try to have interestethical and moral levels."
ing meetings. But many other
freshmen feel as if they are being
Gwen Vendley, Director of the
Freshman Year Experience,
"babied," and therefore refuse to
(quoted in The Mirror, 10/4/90).
go to their group meetings every
other week.
On the alternate weeks, there are organized lectures on various
topics, such as drunk driving, date rape, and other important issues.
However, many freshmen do not feel it is worth trekking all the way
down to the Quick Center at seven o'clock on a Thursday night
(especially if you live all the way up at Dolan).
In theory, the Freshman Experience is an excellent idea because it
acquaints us with important issues about life at Fairfield and in the world
in general, as well as with more of our classmates and (a few) upperclassmen. But there seems to be a dwindling number in attendance at lectures
and meetings, as well as a lack of enthusiasm on the part of the freshmen.
The initial stages of the Freshman Experience were extremely
helpful and enjoyed. Now, however, unless there is a sudden burst of reinterest, the Freshman Experience program is fizzling out.
Perhaps, a short term rather than an extended year-long program
would be more popular.

no idea" that the floor would be replaced last summer— almost a full
year before the committee will
make its recommendations this
spring.
He said that someone had "finally convinced the Provost and
Mr. Schimpf that now was the
proper time [to replace the floor]."
He didn't seem quite as convinced.
Fr. Kelley appears to have let
Stepsis take a fall last year on a
proposal for changes in the University's tenure and promotion requirements, as well. Stepsis
strongly supported the proposal.
The Academic Affairs Committee
of the Board didn't.
Fr. Kelley did nothing.
"It's always disappointing
when they don't approve your
proposals," Stepsis said of the
incident, "but the process of change
and development is a difficult one."
Yeah, and he' s got the scars to
prove it.
While Stepsis' resignation is
obviously of the Mitch Buonaguro
variety (ie: with a gun to his head),
and while there's clearly no love
lost between himself, John Barone, and Fr. Kelley, this power
play hasn't been a complete tragedy for Stepsis.
He told me last week that he
has "definite plans" for the future,
and didn' t seem all that upset about
finally getting the boot.
All things considered, I can't
say that I blame him.

PROFESSOR
PROPOSES
FUND TO
KEEP KORI
DINNEANAT
FAIRFIELD
Lucy V. Katz
Assoc. Prof, of Business Law
Twice last Thursday, November 14,Fairfield'scommitment
to social justice was challenged.
Derrick Bell, this year's visiting Black Scholar, spoke to us on
"The Elusive Quest for Racial
Justice," and The Mirror, on its
front page, published the story of
the termination of Cornelia Dinnean's position as Director of the
Faith, Peace and Justice Program,
effective at the end of this year.
The close, and unfortunate, relationship between these events must
not go unnoticed.
Professor Bell stated, at a
reception Friday morning for students and faculty, that in his short
stay he had been so impressed with
Kori Dinnean, her sensitivity, her
intellect, her relationships with the
students, and her planning and
execution of the Black Scholars
program, that he thought her termination was deplorable.
He suggested that she protest
by doing the opposite of what he
had done at Harvard. Bell went on
an unpaid leave of absence from
his tenure position at the Harvard
Law School to protest the school's
failure to grant tenure to a black
woman faculty member. He plans
to remain on leave until the law
school grants tenure to a black
woman.
SEE DINNEAN, page 10
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Deaths in El Salvador:
A Jesuit Tradition
Joseph MacDonnell, S.J.
Professor of Mathematics
Two years ago six Jesuits
and their two housekeepers were
savagely murdered by the Salvadoran military because they were
carrying out Christ's mandate by
defending the rights of the poor.
These Jesuits and their lay
colleagues were relentless in attacking the oppression of the poor
imposed by El Salvador's small
minority who had become quite
wealthy because of the war— a
very lucrative war for the military
establishment.
Each of the six Jesuits were
quite vocal in exposing violations
of human rights, in demanding
justice for the poor and in criticizing the government for capitulating to the landed oligarchy. They
spoke out with an academic rigor
which made the truth more stunning and more threatening for these
oppressors. The Jesuits put their
university at the service of those
most in need and became the voice
of the poor. That is why they were
martyred.
These six Jesuits had anticipated that the government death
squads would eventually come and
kill them. They indicated that a
Boston Globe editorial which
called the Jesuits "Marxist" would
justify the death squads posting
signs: "Be patriotic and kill a
priest."
Ten years before, Bishop
Romero had commented on the
Globe' s suggestion that priests had
no business meddling in politics.
"When I feed the hungry, they call
me a saint; when I ask why do the
poor have no bread, they call me a
communist."
The claim that the Jesuits
should have "stayed in their classrooms" misunderstands the commitment of the Catholic university
to the promotion of justice. It was
the call of Jesus to witness to the
truth in every area of human endeavor, and the Jesuits knew the
risks involved in "hungering and
thirsting for justice."
Alive the Jesuits were considered dangerous by this military
regime. In death, however, they
were even more dangerous because
they highlighted the futility of
contesting the gospel message.
Today these six Jesuits have found
worthy successors among their lay
colleagues at the university and
the many Jesuits from around the
world who volunteered to take their
places in serving the poor of El
Salvador.
We are appalled at the river
of blood which has already flowed

from an estimated 70,000 other
Salvadorans killed by the death
squads. These eight deaths, however, may help assure the disappearance of the culture of death in
El Salvador and introduce the birth
of a new social order. The Rebels
announced a unilateral truce last
Saturday on the second anniversary of the murders.
During our recent Jesuit
450th anniversary year it occurred
to me that these murders were part
of a recurrent theme in Jesuit history. Martyrdom in pursuit of
justice is a strong Jesuit tradition.
Jesuits have always been a
thorn in the side of tyrants and no
other religious order has more frequently been expelled, imprisoned
or murdered by tyrannical regimes.
^^^^^—^^^^^^J—.^^^^^—

These murders
were part of a
recurrent theme
in Jesuit history.
Martyrdom in
pursuit of justice
is a strong Jesuit
tradition.
Each century offers many examples. In fact of the 326 Jesuits
on the official lists of Saints,
Blesseds and Servants of God no
less than 253 of these Jesuits are
martyrs. A few examples follow.
In the 16th century Edmund
Campion, S.J. expressed this tradition in his famous challenge to
queen Elizabeth, reminding her that
she would not be able to stifle the
Catholic faith nor prevent Jesuits
from coming to serve the tormented
English Catholics under her terrible persecution.
After his capture and before
he was hanged, drawn and quartered and his parts of his body
distributed to the four gates of the
city, he wrote what became known
as Campion's Brag.
"My charge is to preach the
gospel. . .and all Jesuits of the
world have made a league cheerfully to carry any cross you lay
upon us while we have a man left to
enjoy your Tyburn, to be racked
with your torments or consumed in
your prisons."
In the 17th century, Roch
Gonzales, S.J. was martyred while
serving in the Jesuit Settlements of
Paraguay which protected the
Guarani Indians from slavery and
exploitation by Spanish and Portuguese colonist. Voltaire— hardly

an admirer of the Jesuits— called
the Jesuit effort there the "most
altruistic enterprise in human history."
The 18th century witnessed
the 28 Jesuit martyrs of the French
revolution. The 19th century list
the Jesuit martyrs of the Boxer
rebellion. In our century during
Mexico's fierce attack on the
Catholic church, Padre Pro, S.J.
changed his disguise every day to
be with the poor of Guadalupe
bringing them food and the sacraments. After he had slipped through
the hands of this hunters for eighteen months, they finally caught
him and killed him.
For some here at Fairfield
University the expression Jesuit
Tradition is empty rhetoric, while
others are uncomfortable with the
idea of being engaged in some
form of Christocentric conspiracy
from which they have detached
themselves or seem to be only
marginally included. But these
eight martyrs present a model of
this tradition of serving others with
which we all can identify.
Also we are blessed with a
vibrant chaplaincy deeply engaged
in this venture. Our five chaplains
have instituted many varied and
creative programs for the poor and
the needy that carry on this Jesuit
tradition of service to the poor. In
a few years they have been incredibly successful in their outreach
programs involving, at a given
time, over 300 students, staff and
faculty.
These programs, deriving
from the same Jesuit Tradition
which motivated the eight martyrs
of El Salvador, remind us of
Campion's Brag: "The expense is
reckoned, the enterprise is begun,
it is of God, it cannot be withstood!"
DON'T GO
GETTING
ALL UPSET,
but the last
issue of The
Mirror for the
Fall semester
will be Dec. 12.
All articles for
this
issue
should be sent
to Box AA or
brought to our
office on the
ground floor of
Gonzaga by
Sunday, Dec.
8. Write now
or hold your
peace until
next semester!

Quoted This Week
"I particularly get upset when students get used in things like this."
-Dr. Robert Stepsis, Academic Vice President, on growing student opposition
to the termination of Faith, Peace, and Justice Director, Cornelia Dinnean.
"Everything always looks better when you can't really see."
-a junior, the day after 593 Nights.
"I believe my bookie, who says business has never been so bad, more than I believe
the President."
-Jerry Delia Femina, quoted in The New York Times, on whether or not the
national economy is still in recession.
"I don't like the Navy, but I was drafted— by my father."
-a serviceman, visiting Fairfield last weekend.
Do you have an interesting quote? Send it, along with the context in which it was
said, to The Mirror at Box AA, or drop it by our office on Gonzaga ground.

continued from page 9

Bell suggested that Kori
protest her termination by staying
at Fairfield, doing her work without her university salary. To make
up for her lost income, Bell suggested, people who thought her
work important could contribute
to a special fund.
Bell himself pledged to contribute the first thousand dollars as
soon as the fund was established.
That a visitor of Derrick
Bell's stature should make such a
commitment is strong testimony
to the importance of Kori Dinnean's work on campus.
She is responsible for the
great success of the visiting Black
Scholar's program. Last week in
The Mirror, letters and articles
documented the many other roles
that Kori fills.
I believe Derrick Bell sensed
an additional role not adequately
stressed until now. I have observed many Black Scholars interact with our AHANA students.
Each time, those students pour out
their feelings, their dreams, their
stresses, to a stranger, but one who
they know understands their special needs.
Each time, these students
show their hunger for someone
who really understands what it is
like for them to function in an
overwhelmingly white setting.
Each time, I am thrilled that we
have students who are so articulate
and welcoming in their response. I
am also terribly saddened by the
unmet needs their response bespeaks.
Kori Dinnean is the only
person on campus who provides,
on a daily basis, the kind of support
these students seek from the Visiting Black Scholars. She is the only
one they can turn to, consistently,
for understanding, advice, mentoring, and validation. She also
provides them with outlets, in the
form of a variety of social action

programs, for their need to contribute in a meaningful way to their
communities.
She does this not only for
African American students, but for
all AHANA students, for women,
for anyone interested in social
justice. She provides essential
support for academic and other
programs on women's issues, as
well as racial issues.
She is the only person consistently supporting the expression
of diversity, in race, ethnicity, lifestyle, and political and intellectual
viewpoints.
We at Fairfield do not have a
lot of AHANA faculty, who might
fulfill some of these roles. They
are hard to recruit. We have few
openings. But we do have Kori
Dinnean and the Office of Faith,
Peace and Justice. Must we really
sacrifice this asset?
In keeping with the spirit of
Derrick Bell' s suggestion that Kori
stay on without salary, I suggest
the following.
The faculty as a whole apparently believe that Kori serves
an important factor in the academic
sector. Why not instruct the Salary
Committee to demand that a portion of the budget be set aside to
fund the Office of Faith, Peace and
Justice with Kori Dinnean as Director? To emphasize our point,
we could agree to deduct that
amount from the total available for
salary and benefits.
Faced with such a show of
support from the faculty, the administration would be hard-pressed
to continue to justify the elimination of the position. Funding would
probably be forthcoming. If not,
we would be forced to make a very
small sacrifice for an important
principal. We could fund Kori's
office for under $250 each.
And besides, what a wonderful lesson in commitment we would
provide for all of our students.

The Place to be.
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Scorsese's "Cape Sambora Struts His Stuff On
Bluesy New Solo Album
Fear" Astounds
The Fairfield Mirror

And DeNiro fs At His Best!
Patrick McCarthy
Arts and Entertainment
Editor
Certain words just don't
go together. Like intellectual and
"Hee-Haw." Sex and Fairfield.
And Scorsese and mainstream.
Director Martin Scorsese
has spent much of his career turning out brutally uncompromising
films. He wasn't afraid to give
his musical New York, New
York an unhappy ending, or to open his Goodfellas with a vivid scene
where a man is stabbed to death with a foot-long butcher knife. He's
always dealt frankly with the issues that plagued him as a young
Catholic boy: sex and death, guilt and redemption. Although critics
have been lavish in their praise of pictures like Taxi Driver, Mean
Streets and Raging Bull, the earthy subject matter, graphic violence
and blue language that dominate Scorsese's work have kept the
mainstream audience at a distance.
So he's a curious choice to direct what was clearly intended as
a piece of semi-forgettable entertainment. The original 1962 Cape
Fear, directed by J. Lee Thompson (and starring Gregory Peck and
Robert Mitchum, who make cameos in the remake), which I have not
seen, was a melodramatic "B" movie, a nail-biter about an ex-convict
who seeks revenge on the defense lawyer who misrepresented him.
The remake was first offered to Steven Spielberg, a man whose name
is synonymous with commercial entertainment.
Spielberg wasn't in the mood to direct a thriller, so the film's
executive producers, Kathleen Kennedy and Frank Marshall (for
Amblin Entertainment, a company that specializes in light, amusing
fare like ET and Gremlins) offered the project around until it came
to the attention of Scorsese, who jumped at the chance to do it.
Well, Kennedy and Marshall know where to shop: the master
director has remade Cape Fear into one of the most harrowing
suspense movies of all time, such a must-see thriller that I don't know
if I can make it all the way through this review without rushing out to
see it again.
The screenplay, by Wesley Strick, remains fairly faithful to the
original. Nick Nolte (in Peck's role) stars as Sam Bowden, a successful Deep South defense lawyer. He lives in tiny Essex County with
his beautiful wife, Leigh (Jessica Lange), and their daughter Danielle
(Juliette Lewis). On the outside, their family life is harmonious (it
truly was in the original), but things in Scorcese's world are never cut
and dry: Sam may or may not be having an affair with a curvy young
court clerk, and neither parent can really relate to 15-year-old Danny,
whose door-sized poster of James Dean signifies her practical devotion to doing the opposite of what her parents tell her.
So the Bowdens are headed for trouble long before Max Cady
(Robert DeNiro) comes along. Max is a maniacal, Bible-thumping
Cracker from the backwoods of Georgia. It seems that while defending him against a vicious rape and battery charge 14 years ago, lawyer
Sam suppressed evidence that might have gotten Max off the hook.
During his fourteen years of incarceration, Max has been sodomized
and humiliated and has seen his wife and daughter desert him. The
only way he survived in prison, a sub-human environment, he explains, was to mold himself into a "super-human." And he damn well
looks it: his body is taut, rippled with muscles, and covered with
tattoos of women's names and biblical quotations. Oh, yeah, and he's
got the scales of justice tattooed on his back: he thinks that Sam has
destroyed his life, and he's determined to return the favor.
What Scorsese has done is to broaden the cat-and-mouse game
that made up the original Cape Fear. He's taken his preoccupation
with violence and sexuality and used it to add complexity to the story,
to place the characters not in the good vs. evil universe of the original,
but instead to trap them in a kind of moral grayness. He has also
brought to the remake his penchant for black humor (during a bloody
climactic houseboat fight, Cady warns Sam, whom he has filed a
restraining order against, "That's a little closer than 500 feet, Counselor!"), his shameless eye for rendering violence, and his breathtaking bag-of-tricks directorial style.
Scorsese has always been famous for his constantly-moving
camera (remember the incredible scene in Goodfellas when he followed Henry and Karen on their walk through the restaurant in one
glorious, continuous take?), but he has more rabbits in his hat than just
that one. He does some really interesting and chancy things in Cape
Fear: at one point, while Sam and Leigh make love, he uses the photo
negative of the image; at another, he shoots Jessica Lange in a short
series of fade-ins and fade-outs, with the colors of the screen dissolving to a deep scarlet at the end of each. A scene where Cady abuses
Sam's young clerk is among the most violent the director has ever
shot. In fact, though Cape Fear is certainly Scorsese's most mainline
project in years, he takes a surprising number of chances with it (that's
especially admirable since he could have gone the conservative route
to impress the Academy members who have robbed him of the Best
Director Oscar twice already). With Cape Fear, he has put a spin on
popular entertainment that, if it does prove popular, may change the
face of cinema forever.

(continued on p. 12)

Kevin Ridolfi
Staff Writer
When I first heard that Richie Sambora was going to release
an album, my first reaction was
"Great, a retaliation!" What I am
talking about is the fact that Sambora is the guitar player for the
popular rock band Bon-Jovi. The
singer for Bon-Jovi is, of course,
Jon Bon Jovi who released Blaze of
Glory, a solo album, in 1990. See
what I mean - Sambora's latest
release provides the perfect chance
for a band member who is usually
kept in the shadows to get his due.
Listening to the album confirmed
my hopes, for Sambora's Stranger
In This Town is full of excellent
tunes.
Richie Sambora handled the
lead guitar chords on all four of
Bon-Jovi's albums, and did so
flawlessly. Bon-Jovi got its break
with its third album, the 1986 Slippery When Wet. On their 1988
release New Jersey, Sambora had
an expanded background vocal role.
Following this album, he started
receiving vocal coaching with a
solo album in mind.
Stranger In This Town is a
positive step forward from BonJovi's "candy-coated rock." On
this release Sambora shows his
ability to play a different style.
Surprisingly the different style that
makes up this disc is blues. Going
from the headlining pop style of
Bon-Jovi to a solo blues album is a
big leap, but Sambora pulls it off.

The result of his experimenting is a thoughtful, introspective first album that can be described in a paradox—youthful but
mature. Youthful in that his songs
are still mixed with the sound of
rock, but mature because he makes
the combination blend.
The album has been a disappointing seller and its first single
"Ballad of Youth" hasn't done well
on the charts. This is what usually
happens when a relatively unknown talent releases an album
and Sambora isn't as well known
as Jon Bon Jovi. Something else
that could be hurting sales is his
change of styles, Bon-Jovi fans
don't want to hear a blues release
no matter how modern it is.
This album contains some
very strong songs including "Rosie," "The Answer," and "Father
Time." "Rosie" was written in
collaboration with Jon Bon Jovi
and is a sequel to Bon-Jovi's
"Living On A Prayer." "The Answer" is a wonderful blues song, it
shows a lot of vocal promise. The
best written song on the album is

"Father Time." It features a catchy
chorus and a guitar part which is
similar to Bon-Jovi's "Tokyo
Road."
A track which really shows
how tight the whose band is would
be "Ballad of Youth." The band,
which consists of Bon-Jovi bandmates' drummer Tico Torres and
keyboardist David Bryan, has
played together for so long that
they are airtight on all tracks particularly this one.
The album has a track on
which Eric Clapton plays the guitar solo entitled "Mr. Bluesman."
This song is the obvious chronicle
of Clapton's life. The song "Church
of Desire" has distinctive Whitesnake influence, but it works well.
Only one song is a big flop
on the album and that is "Rest In
Peace," the first track. So give the
whole album a listen, a book can't
be judged by its cover (boy is that
old!). .
If you are interested in a
rock-influenced blues album, or
maybe just a fantastic compilation
of tunes, this album is for you. The
album also shows no sign of competition with Jon Bon Jovi. It may
sound as if I'm plugging this album, but this advertising is because it's one of the best recent
releases, and not because I'm
Sambora's promoter or son (although I wish that I could at least
have a hand in his finances.)
A four star chord of
harmony ( out of 5)

Stephen King Bids His Castle
Rock A Gory Goodbye
Maggie Hart
Staff Writer
Castle Rock, Maine, is a
small, quiet, backwater town that
usually comes to life only once a
year—during the tourist season.
However, Castle Rock has also seen
several unexpected "seasons": the
spurts of violence that seem to occur
whenever a Stephen King novel
comes to town (he's set a whole
bunch of them there). The latest
novel entitled Needful Things ,
depicts a wave of malice so strong
that it eventually destroys Castle
Rock.
Needful Things centers
around the biggest event to happen
in the off-season: a new store is
opening on Main Street. The shop
is called "Needful Things," and
the proprietor is a Mr. Lelan Gaunt,
who looks pleasant although his
touch makes the flesh crawl.
Eleven-year-old Brian Rusk is Mr.
Gaunt's first customer. Although
Brian is delighted with the vintage
baseball card he bought for eightyfive cents, there's a vague feeling
in the back of his mind that the little
trick he agreed to play might not be
very nice.
Gaunt's business is not just
selling knicknacks and curios. He
makes the fantasies of the people of
Castle Rock come true. Strict
Baptist Sally Ratcliffe really thinks
she's on the deck of Noah's Ark
while holding the holy relic she
purchased at "Needful Things."
Cora Rusk really believes she's in
Elvis Presley's bed when she slips
on the sunglasses she bought at the
new store. And Polly Chalmers

really feels her arthritic hands
improve when she wears the necklace that she bought at Needful
Things.
But Gaunt's payment is not
in cash; he deals in deeds. Simply,
childish pranks that play on
people's secret fears. Feuds suddenly erupt in serene Castle Rock
as Gaunt skillfully sets people up
against each other, making each
believe that their enemy is the other.
Gaunt's business booms, especially
when people realize that they actually enjoyed throwing rocks at
windows, slitting tires, or pinning
up threatening notes.
But the Sheriff of Castle
Rock, Alan Pangborn notices
something suspicious in his town.
The first battle between two women
doesn't add up, and it only gets
weirder.
The problems in Castle
Rock escalate, separating Alan and
his lover, Polly Chalmers, until
they boil over in an explosion of
hate that tears Castle Rock apart.
Alan must fight both Mr. Gaunt
and his own need to finally break
Gaunt's evil spell.

Although a little gory,iVm/ful Things was an excellent book.
Not only do we get a peek inside
the next-door neighbor's secret
fantasies, we also see just how far
the neighbor will go to make the
fantasy real. Greed is a very powerful motivation in Castle Rock,
and it eventually destroy the town.
The book is the last of the
series of King novels set in Castle
Rock. Other works setthere include
The Dead Zone, Cujo, The Tommyknockers, The Dark Half, "The
Body" and "The Sun Dog."

Glee Club Dates
The following are the dates
for the December performances of
the Fairfield University Glee Club:
Friday, December 6 at 8:00
PM in the Quick Center
Saturday, December 7 at
2:00 PM in the Quick Center
Sunday, December 8 at the
Christmas Mass at 7:00 PM in
Alumni Hall
Tuesday, December 10 at
the Christmas Pops Concert at
11:35 AM in the Campus Center
Saturday, December 14 at
8:00 PM at St. Catherine of Sienna, Greenwich
The Conductor for the Glee
Club is Carole-Ann Coyne
Maxwell.
The selection of music will
include Vivaldi's "Gloria" andGustau Hoist's "Christmas Day.
Several other traditional
Christmas and Holiday Carols are
also included.
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Chinsese Magic Revue Dazzles
Jim Bodor
Features Editor
Last Wednesday night a
unique piece of China came to
Fairfield.
The Chinese Magic Revue
performed to an almost full house
at the Aloysious P. Kelley Theatre
at the Regina A. Quick Center.
Their performance combined acrobatics, Kung-Fu, Chi-Kung, traditional Chinese dances, balancing
feats, comedy, and , of course,
magic.
At its best the show was
astonishing - and only rarely was it
not at its best. Besides three minor
blunders, the difficult performance,
which included extraordinary balancing acts, jumping through hoops
of knives and fire, and feats of
strength, was pulled off without a
hitch, and always with a touch of
comedy to keep things light.
The high point of the show
was the impressive Tower of Chairs
act, in which eight chairs were
stacked upon four champagne
bottles, which sat atop a roughly
four-foot high table. One of the
performers stood atop the chairs,
moving nearer and nearer the ceiling with each new chair. Once he
was at least twenty-five feet above
the audience, the performer stood

on his hands atop the chairs, and
then brought his body perpendicular to them in an impressive display of muscle control. The audience held its collective breath as
the man stood on his hands atop the
shaky tower, tempting fate and
defying gravity.
The show involved much
interaction with the audience, especially during magic routines and
during a cycle act, in which a performer threw apples to the audience which they in turn threw back
at him, permitting him to catch
them on a stick in his mouth while
riding a unicycle.
During the Chinese Lion
Dance, the "Lion" made its way
into the audience, bounding about
from spectator to spectator, pretending to lick their heads and
nuzzle against them.

If their was any weakness
in the show it was during the first
plate spinning act. The audience
was never shown that the plates
were not affixed to the sticks upon
which they were spun. As the
female performer moved from one
daring maneuver to another with
the spinning plates, one could not
help but wonder if she was moving
with too much confidence.
However, throughout the
rest of the performance the Revue
did go to every possible length to
ensure the validity of their fears,
by having audience members check
their props, for example, by stabbing the knives they used into
wooden blocks to prove their sharpness.
The star of the show was a
child of no more than five or sixyears-old, dressed in a sailor's
outfit, who danced, spun from his
teeth at the top of a ten to fifteen
feet high pole, and generally won
the audiences hearts with his smiles
and insistent waves from beneath
the descending curtains at intermission and at the end of the show.
For all who turned out for
last Wednesday night's show, and,
I'm sure, for the subsequent Thursday afternoon matinee, the show
offered a unique look at the traditions, customs, and mysterious
appeal of the Orient.

Area Concerts
Patrick McCarthy
Arts and Entertainment
Editor
A slew of exciting concerts
are headed in our direction in the
upcoming month. These are some
of them:
Crowded House at the Ritz
in New York City on November
26.
MTV's Colin Quinn at the
Treehouse Comedy Club in Norwalk on Nov. 29 and 30.

Phish at the Capitol Theater
in Portchester on Nov. 30.
MTV's Mario Joyner at the
Treehouse Comedy Club on December 1.
Rush at the Hartford Civic
Center on December 1.
Rush at New York's Madison Square Garden on Dec. 6 and
7.
Little Feat at the Capitol
Theater on Dec. 7.
Charles Fleisher, the voice
of Roger Rabbit, at the Treehouse
on Dec. 6 and 7.

Guns 'N Roses at Madison
Square Garden with special guests
Soundgarden on Dec. 9 and 10.
The Moody
Blues at the new
Paramount Theater in MSG on Dec.
10.
Rush at the
Hartford Civic
Center on Dec. 13.
Metallica at
the Nassau Colisseum on Dec. 18
and 19. .

BUD'S DELI
Need Food at Your Party?
Let Bud's Party Sandwiches
be Your Answer!

The Fairfield Mirror

Maggie Hart
Staff Writer
News:
MICHAEL JACKSON'S new 11- minute video for "Black
and White," his new single from the soon-to-be released Dangerous,
premiered last weekend on Fox. The video features MACAULAY
CAULKIN and GEORGE WENDT of Cheers, along with Michael
performing a violent and sexual dance sequence that offended many
Fox viewers. JACKSON agreed to re-edit the video, saying that he
has "always tried to be a good role model" for children and adults.
About 1,000 German teenagers sustained injuries at a recent
NEW KIDS ON THE BLOCK concert in Berlin. The minor injuries
were due to fainting in the packed stadium and too much oxygen in the
blood due to screaming.
ROD STEWART and his wife RACHEL HUNTER are
suing two tabloids for libel and trespassing. The tabloids took pictures
of HUNTER undressing and sunbathing and also accused STEWART
of cheating on his first wife.
Movies:
The long-awaited Cape Fear opened last weekend. Cape Fear,
directed by MARTIN (Goodfellas) SCORSESE, stars JESSICA
LANGE, NICK NOLTE and ROBERT DENIRO as a psycho.
Several big movies are set to open next week. The Addams
Family stars ANGELICA HUSTON, and marks the directorial
debut of Coen (Barton Fink) brothers' cinematographer Barry
Sonnenfeld. For The Boys with BETTE MIDLER and JAMES
CAAN, is from a script by Marshall Brickman, a longtime co-writer
of Woody Allen. SPIELBERG'S sequel to An American Tail called
Fievel Goes West and My Girl with Home Alone's MACAULAY
CAULKIN will also premiere this weekend.
Music:
U2's new album called Achtung Baby was released Tuesday.
The album, which took a year to make, was recorded in Berlin.
("Achtung" means attention in German.) Achtung Baby presents a
new, harder-edge U2 sound that focuses on personal relationships.
Bassist ADAM CLAYTON got real personal—he posed nude on the
back cover.
Singer BRYAN ADAMS was one of the many annoyed with
the DAVID DUKE campaign for governor. Duke used "(Everything
I Do) I Do It For You" in his losing campaign without the Canadian
star's permission.

PIZZA & MORE
FREE DELIVERY

331-1100

335-3000

Serving most of Fairfield & Bridgeport
Pizzas * Dinners • Calzones • Sandwiches * Salads

Available in 3,4,6 ft. lengths

Basic:

10% OFF WITH THIS AD
Italian:

Ham, Salami, Bologna & Cheese
w/Lettuce, tomato & Dressing.
Reg. 825 per ft.

Capricola, Genoa, Provolone,
w/Lettuce, tomato, olives, peppers,
onions & Dressing. Reg. 1195 per ft.

Deluxe

Cut Above

Ham, Salami, Bologna, Roast Beef, Roast Beef, turkey & cheese,
Turkey, & cheese w/Lettuce, tomato w/Lettuce, tomato & Dressing.
Reg. 1250perft.
& Dressing. Reg. 1125 per ft.
HOW POOR ARE YOU?
Bologna, Cheese, w/Lettuce
Tomato & Mayo. 675 per ft.

BUD'S DELI
714 Reef Rd. 254-0748
2 days notice required. $5 Deposit on Cutting Board. All Sandwiches plus Tax.

Free Spring Break Trips
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What's Up In The Record Biz
Kevin Ridolfi
Staff Writer
There have been some wild
happenings recently in the strange
and unique business of the music
industry, and I'd like to get on my
soapbox this week and talk about
'em:
Only in the music industry
does one publicly introduce conjvicted felons as major influences
land get away with it. This happens
Sin MC.eh Hammer's new video
i"To Legit to Quit" when James
Brown is depicted as a major influence of the Hammer. Come on
Hammer, how about crediting Rick
James whose "Superfreak" you
ripped off on your last album? Also
in music videos, the current trend
seems to be towards depicting
famous people in videos as both
Hammer and Michael Jackson both
have recently done. In regard to
Jackson, this man has gone from a
Thriller to being Bad to just recently admitting that he is Dangerous—I think not!
U2 has a new single, "The
Fly," which you may have heard .
It sounds so much like Jesus Jones

and EMF with its scratchy,
"flighty" guitar and soft, whispered
voice that it is truly disgusting. I
would rather prick vulnerable areas of my flesh with cyanide-tipped
needles than to see U2 digress to
the form of an alternative rock
band.
Paul McCartney has a new
release also, it's entitled Liverpool
Oratio.
Guess what? It is a
classical release! Fine, some of
the Beatles tracks on Sgt. Pepper...
may have had nice (drug influenced) orchestrated intros, but
McCartney is no Mozart. I wonder
how much imported grass he graced
his lungs with in order to come up

"Cape Fear"

with this disc—South America's
economy must be booming.
Stevie Ray Vaughn's record company released another
Vaughn album last week. The disc
is called The Sky is Crying, - what
an appropriate title. It occurred to
me when reading about the release
in Rolling Stone that if Vaughn,
who died last year, had wanted
these tracks released, he would
have done it during his life. His
blues sound must really be polished now. I wonder if there is
going to be extensive world touring.
Another posthumous release (so to speak) is Poison's new
live album. This Los Angeles
glam-rock band parted ways recently in August. Of course, if the
album does well, there will probably be a "reunion" album recorded
next year, with the fans in mind of
course—we'll have to wait and
see.
Well, now I'll gladden you
with my departure. I guess I'll step
off my soapbox now, turn on the
radio and listen to the classic rock
sounds of The Jackson 5 —NOT!
...Only in the music biz!

Orchestra to Perform Winter Concert
Nancy McGuggart
Contributing Writer
On December 3rd at 8 PM
in the Regina A. Quick Center, the
Fairfield University Orchestra will
be performing their winter concert. The orchestra has grown over

%

the past few years and this year
includes several all-state and award
winning freshman players. The
orchestra is comprised of 20 talented young musicians from the
Fairfield student body and also
includes musically gifted members
from the surrounding high school

community, volunteers and professionals.
The orchestra is conducted
by Mr. Richard Shillea, an accomplished performer and instructor.
Mr. Shillea is an active clarinet
soloist, musician and orchestral
performer, and a professor of classroom music at
Fairfield and clarinet instructor. The
winter concert will
feature "Three
Dances" from
Semetana's "The
Bartered Bride,"
Mozart's "40th
Symphony," and a
viola concerto by
Stamitz. It will be
an exciting and
relaxing evening
for all those with
different musical
tastes. Support
your fellow .peers
or aspiring musicians and join us
for a quiet evening
at the Quick.

TOY DRIVER

TO BENEFIT UNDERPRIVILEGED
KIDS.
WHEN YOU GO HOME FOR
THANKSGIVING KEEKP THE
UNDERPRIVILEGED KIDS IN
MIND. BRING BACK NEW
AND USED (GOOD
CONDITION)TOYS.
TOYS WILL BE COLLECTED IN
C.C. LOBBY DEC. 2-6
DONATIONS WILL ALSO
BE ACCEPTED.
SPONSORED BY IRHG.
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(continued from p. 11)
Let's take a moment to speak of the performances:
DeNiro. DeNiro. DeNiro. DeNiro. I don't know what else can
be said! This is an intense a performance as Robert DeNiro has ever
given. Now, let's not gloss over that last sentence, gentle reader. We're
talking here about the man whose stunning portrayals of Taxi Driver's
Travis Bickle, Raging Bull's volatile Jake LaMotta and The Godfather
Part II's young Vito Corleone (just to name three!) are some of the most
unforgettable in screen history. I never thought I'd be able to say this, but
his Max Cady is equal to the best acting he has ever done!
The cast that surround DeNiro is flawless. Nolte and Lange don't
miss a beat as the sometimes-happy couple, and young Juliette Lewis is
nothing short of stunning as their daughter. She does more than hold her
own in a phenomenal and tricky scene where DeNiro poses as her drama
teacher in an attempt to seduce her - she shines.
I could probably fill up the entire Arts & Entertainment section
this week with this review: that's how good Cape Fear is. If you miss
this one, film fans, you'd better be dead, or in jail - and if you're in
jail...break out.

Nick Nolte On Video
Chris Snyder
Assistant Arts & Entertainment Editor
When most people think of Nick Nolte, they picture the brawny,
foul-mouthed detective who drives around with Eddie Murphy in 48
Hours. True, this was Nolte's most popular role and his biggest hit at
the box office, but there are many other dimensions in the acting talents
of this fine performer which often go unnoticed. He has appeared in numerous underrated films, and his characterizations have been diverse ranging from a deep sea diver in The Deep, to the lovable ex-convict in
Three Fugitives.
Now, with his appearances in Martin Scorsese's Cape Fear (see
review on p. 11 of the section) and in the forthcoming Barbara Streisand
project The Prince of Tides, it might be appropriate to bring attention
to three of Nick Nolte's best performances, all of which are currently
available on video.
Who'll Stop The Rain? - No it's not that stupid musical starring
the Village People. Rather, it is a hard-hitting action drama about a
couple on the run during the backlash of the Vietnam War. Nolte is
terrific as an ex-Marine whose friend has smuggled heroin into the
United States. Nolte protects and then falls in love with his friend's wife
(played by Tuesday Weld) when she is relentlessly pursued by three
sadistic villains because of her husband's foolishness. The film, like the
novel by Robert Stone, reflects on the war's impact in America.
North Dallas Forty - A poignant, unglamorous look at the winat-all-costs business of pro football. Nolte is powerful as an over-the-hill
wide receiver who rebels against any possible sign of team spirit. There
is excellent supporting work from G.D. Spradlin as a frightening head
coach, and Mac Davis as a cynical quarterback who knows how to play
the game both on and off the field. It is a strong adaption of Peter Gent's
novel.
Q and A - Veteran director Sidney Lumet's skill in making
socially conscious films is evidenced by this hard-hitting melodrama
about corruption and racism within the New York City Police Department. Nolte is amazing as a tough, bigoted detective who murders a
small-time Puerto Rican drug dealer, a homicide which opens all of the
films doors to deal with the grim suspect matter such as racism and
differences in ethnicity. Armand Assante is brilliant in a supporting role
as a Latin gangster. Timothy Hutton also does good work as a novice
assistant D.A. who exposes the cover-up of Nolte's murder.

al's place cafe
THURSDAY NIGHTS - $1.00 BUDS (8-10 pm)
FRIDAYS - HAPPY HOURS
9-11 am
3-6 pm
SATURDAYS - $4.50 PITCHERS (GENE)
3 pm -6 pm
VIDEO JUKE, 2 POOL TABLES, PIN BALL
VIDEO GAMES, 3 TV'S
CORNER OF MILL PLAIN RD & POST RD.
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Stag skaters win twice,
improve to 3-0

PIGSKIN PICKS
I have done it. Granted, a two week winning streak is not
much to get excited about, but for now, I will take it. Thanks to
Buffalo's trouncing of Miami on Monday night, I was able to defeat
those really cute guys from Townhouse 156, and raise my season record to 3-5. Don't feel too bad, guys: I hear that you are the talk of the
university. Final scores: Mike Siuta 14-4; Townhouse 156 9-5.
This week I am opposing the lovable Kelly McNamara and
her house mates from Townhouse 123: Maureen Tierney, Megan
McCullough, Karen Guterl, Cindy Davis, and Kristine Saranich.
From the looks of this picture, it appears that they are very creative.
12/12 opponents: The Mirror Staff. NOTE: (Due to spacing
problems.we are only printing the games in which we differ.)

Mike's Picks
San Diego over Jets
Atlanta over New Orleans
Dallas over Washington

The Fairfield Mirror

Marc Bedard
Staff Writer

The Fairfield Ice Hockey team won twice last week, coming from behind to beat Framinham State and
St Michael's, upping their record to a perfect 3-0.
On Wednesday, Framingham State jumped out to an early 1-0 lead, but Joe Hayes evened up the score
on a blistering slap shot assisted by Paul Leary and Mark Resnick. Later in the first period, Framingham State
reclaimed the lead, sending the Stags to the locker room down 2-1 .
Midway through the second period Steve Forrest converted a Dave Dudley pass, tying the game at 2
apiece. However, the turning point of the game came early in third period, during a Framingham State power
play. Stag goalie Tim McDevitt made several brilliant saves that fired up his teammates, enabling them to
take control of the game.
From that point on, according to injured Stag enforcer Rob Haberbush, "It was all Steve," as Forrest,
after helping kill the Fairfield penalty, gave the Stags their first lead of the game. Paul Leary and Greg
Battiston closed the scoring giving the Stags a 5-2 victory.
Sunday's game against St. Michael's marked the debut of freshman netminder John Drew. Mike
Toland gave the Stags an early first period lead, but St. Michael's quickly countered with a score of their own.
Toland ended the first period scoring with his second tally of the night, with assists going to Greg Barriston
and Mike Brouilette.Things looked bleak for the Stags, though, as St. Michael's erupted for three unanswered
second period goals, giving them a 4-2 lead..
The Stags came out for the third period on fire, taking more shots than they had in the first two periods.
Greg Battiston began the assault, putting away a Brouilette pass. When Tim Malay deflected a Rick Mason
slap shot past the St. Michael's goalie, the Stags had tied the game at 4. Scott Lindsay gave the Stags the lead
on a nifty rush assisted by Paul Thomas and Marc Wallace. Lindsay closed out the scoring, working a beautiful
give and go with Peter Lewis.

Townhouse 123
Jets over San Diego
New Orleans over Atlant
Washington over Dallas

Ivan Lendl to play exhibition
match at Fairfield
Michael Siuta
Sports Editor
Ivan Lendl, the 5fh ranked tennis player in the world, is coming to Fairfield to play
an exhibition fund raiser. This Saturday, from 12-5 p.m., Lendl will be here to benefit the
Big Brothers and Big Sisters of Fairfield County. Through the efforts of men's tennis coach
Dr. Joseph Grassi, the event is being moved from the Tennis Club of Trumbull to Alumni Hall
for the first time ever. All proceeds from the event will go to the Big Brothers/Big Sisters
Association.
Lendl will be playing the exhibition match against Brian Barker, the club pro at the
Trumbull club. In addition, he will be hitting against one of our own Jesuits, Father Paul
Peterson, S.J., of the economics department, and Mike McCann, the number one singles
player on the Stags team. Lendl will also be hitting against other members of both the men's
and ladies' teams, who have yet to be determined.
The day will also include several matches between members of Fairfield's teams
and members of the Trumbull club in singles and mixed doubles. Since the Stags don't
compete in mixed doubles, it is a chance to see this unique brand of tennis.
According to Vic D'Ascenzo, Fairfield's Sports Information Director, "We are
going to roll an artificial rubber surface into the gym, and it will lay right on top of the
basketball court."
Peter Bush of WEBE radio will be acting as M.C. for the day. There will be door
prizes as well.
Admission is $5 for F.U. students in advance, and $6 on the day of the event. For
outsiders, the prices are $10 and $12. For information call 366-3766.
"It is a chance to see one of the best tennis players in the world, as well as seeing
the 1991 men's MAAC champions in action," added D'Ascenzo.
,

McCloughlin sets F.U. record
Amy Kolenik
Staff Writer
WOMEN'S SWIMMING: The women's record stands at 1-3, with their sole victory
coming against Central Connecticut. Liz McCloughlin made F.U. History this week by
breaking the school record in the 200 yard breaststroke. Coach Phil Palumbo highlighted
swimmers Teri Yaegel, Sheila Leary, and Ann Gallagher, and divers Tricia Lyp, Erica Sullivan, and Catherine Bassi, as performing well so far. He said that, "Everyone is swimming
pretty well. There is some inconsistency because of injuries, the large number of
freshmen, and the tough competition. But the girls are doing very well."
MEN'S SWIMMING: The men's swim team has had some tough times early in the
season, compiling an 0-4 record. The team has hung tough, as indicated by a narrow 10099 loss to Seton Hall. Palumbo says the team is really doing well despite their record,
especially Chris McTague, Scott Stevenson, Jason Burns, and diver Matt Baron.
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C H Ha& liM,Jl&
Masters Sports Cafe
Monday Night Football
with FREE halftime buffet

$1 Drafts

$5 Pitchers

Live Entertainment
with "Sniffles"
College Football
Live Entertainment
with "Laughing Bones"

03\IO\I)>C
DeCEMftetR 7, 1991
9am-5pm
tickets on sale 11-2pm fit 4:30-7pm
cc lobby &- dolan
semester passes 11/27-11/29
all students 12/2-12/6

aauwac & aiec
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Wedgie Fever captures Basketball Tourney Sports
Page
Gregory scores 47 points in tourney; named
Athlete of the Week
Brian Marks
Staff Writer
Wedgie Fever, an all
junior team consisting of Kevin
Stange, Ed Considine, Andy Gregory, Matt McGuire, John Kinney,
Ken Segall, and Mike Dallahan,
took home the title in last weekend's Mid Season Basketball
Tourney, held Friday night in the
Rec-Plex. They cruised to three
rather easy victories, including a
67-52 victory over Lethal Weapons III in the finals.
The tournament consisted
of seven intramural teams; one
from A league, 5 from B league,
and one from C league. This was
not an ordinary tournament,
though. In order to give every
team an equal chance, the scoring
system was changed to 2 points per
basket for the A team, 3 points for
the B teams, and 4 points for the C
team. The majority of people spoken to before the tourney felt it
would be won by an upper echelon
B team, and they proved to be
correct.
Wedgie Fever overtook a
fiesty Covered Wagons team late
in the game to win their opener by
12. Then, in the semifinals, they
buried Rico's Boys, the only C
league team, behind the play of
point guard Gregory. In the other

Bracket, White Shadows pulled
away in the final, two minutes to
beat BOOSH by 12 in a hard fought
contest, behind the sharpshooting
of Chris Leavy, and LWIII outlasted an aggressive Why Bother?
team behind Fred Vital and Chris
Arena. In this semi, LWIII exploded to an eleven point win, led
by Brian Marks' 20 points, and
Tom Stopka's 15 rebounds.
In the championship
game, it was the B leaguers Wedgie
Fever against the A' s Lethal Weap-

ons III. After the score was tied at
24, Wedgie Fever went on a 6-0
run, then cruised to the fifteen point
win. Their impressive team effort
was led by the sharpshooting of
McGuire(20 points), Gregory( 13),
Considine(13), and Stange(12),
who also converted a pivotal 4
point play.
Probably the biggest factor in the game was that LWIII lost
the coin flip to see which team got
to wear their sweet looking designer black jerseys. Weapons

Intramural Athlete of the Week
Andy Gregory,
point guard for
Wedgie Fever.
Andy led his
team to the Mid
Season Basketball tournament
title this past
Friday. He
scored 47
points in the
three game
tourney, including 13 in the
final victory
over Lethal
Weapons III.
Honorable
Mention:
Dave Jockle

guard Arena said, "I felt
naked without my jersey.
It really affected my shooting." For the winners,
Gregory commented,
"Once we got to wear our
own jerseys I knew we
would win." Hisbackcourt
mate McGuire felt the difference was in the tempo,
stating, "We won this hard
fought game because we
slowed the pace of the game
way down. We ate the clock
so the Weapons couldn't
run." Forward Kinney said,
"The depth of our bench
gave our team constant
fresh legs, while LWIII
tired."
The tournament
was organized with the
hope of most every intramural team entering. If this
were to happen, then teams
from all different divisions
would have been able to
see just how their team
matched up against some
of the top teams in the
school. Unfortunately, this
was not the case. As it was,
the seven teams that did
enter had a very enjoyable
time, once again a tribute
to intramural director
Tracey Stewart and staff.

SUNDAYS
SUNDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL!!!
*1 JO audMU.00 Mehcn«5(K Dog*
8 p.m.-l am

MONDAYS
THE MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL BASH
Free Halftone Buffet
$4.00 Pitchers

TUESDAYS
'$1.00 Pitchers (9-10)/$2.00 Pitchers (10-11)
$1.00 Shots (11:30-12:30)/(Bar Choice)
LIVE BAND!!!

WEDNESDAYS
COLLEGE NIGHT
$3.00 Pitchers/$1.00 Shots (Bar Choice)

DJ.&DANCIN'
THURSDAY
$3.00 Pitchers/$1.00 Shots (Bar Choice)

DJ. & DANCIN'
FRIDAY

:

$3.00 Pitchers/$1.00 Shots (Bar Choice)

SHOT SPECIALS (12-dose)

SATURDAY
Karaoke Slns-A-Long
930 p.m.-dose
$3.00 Pitchers/$1.00 Shots (Bar Choice)

1394 Park Avenue, Bridgeport

333-2566

ATTENTION!!

ALL FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY STUDENTS...
THE PIZZA YOU'VE BEEN WAITING FOR IS HERE!

DEROSA'S BRICK OVEN NOW!
Delivers to the entire F.U. Campus! Call 255-9818 • 7 days a week 11 a.m. -11 p.m.

This Week: Ice
Hockey moves to 3-0;
Ivan Lendl to play at
Fairfield, pp. 14-16.

SPORTS

Stags trounce Burundi
National Team, 104-51
Henderson, Cieplicki lead rout
Fred Vital
Staff Writer
The Men's Basketball
team won their first of two exhibition games by defeating the Burundi (Africa) National Team 10451. The team looked very impressive on both offense and defense.
The Stags were led by Drew
Henderson, who had a team high
18 points and 8 rebounds. The full
court man-to-man defense caused
21 turnovers in the game and kept
all but Burundi guard, former
UConn player John Gwynn (23
points), to under six points.
From the game's onset
Fairfield set the tone by going on a
16-2run. JohnnieJones( 16points,
14 assists) feeding the ball inside
to Drew Henderson accounted for
many of the easy baskets. The
highlight of the 16-2 run was an
alley-oop from Jones to Henderson. Terry Fitzsimons (8 points)
then added to the lead with a three
pointer. Also contributing to the
run were Tim Schwartz, who
grabbed 8 rebounds and accumulated 12 points, and Kevin George,
who also played well scoring 11
points and dishing off 7 assists
Off the bench, the freshman recruits wowed the crowd by
combining for 7 of 10 from three
point land. Bernie Cieplicki, who
shot 3 for 3 in the first half and
ended with 16 points, was on fire,
hitting nothing but net on his threes.

Keith Willard added 9 points on
the night. Others off the bench
included
The intense full court
man-to-man defense created a lot
of easy baskets for Fairfield. The
team looked very good going for
steals and converting them into
points. Fairfield took advantage of
every Burundi mistake.
Overall, it was very pleasing to see the team play so well,
even against a weaker foe. Coach
Paul Cormier was pleased with the
team's performance, but also real-

izes that Burundi was not a very
talented team, so the score is not a
reaslistic measure of how the team
will fare this season.
The one negative stat is
the free throw shooting. A big
problem last year, but slowly improving, the Stags shot 50% from
the charity stripe. This is great for
a 6th grade team, but Division I
basketball players should be shooting a little better than that. This is
an area in which the team must improve if they wish to seriously
contend in the MAAC this season.

12/12 Issue: Men's,
Women's hoop results;
Mike sends out his
Christmas wishes.

The
Coach's
Corner
Announcement means
more than just two more
varsity teams to watch
Michael Siuta
Sports Editor

Drew Henderson jumps center at the beginning of Saturday's
big win.
photo: Andrea DellaBitta

f
Women
s Soccer,
Lady Stags lose
Men's Lacrosse
heartbreaker
elevated to Division I
Dawn DeMayo
Staff Writer

Fairfield's women's basketball team, lost
their second consecutive exhibition game, this one
to the New Jersey Alliance, 93-91. The Alliance,
an 18 and over AAU team that plays exhibition
games against Division I teams, has now beaten the
Lady Stags three straight years.
The Alliance gained the first possession,
and quickly opened the scoring. Fairfield was cold
from the floor, missing several 3 point attempts.
The Alliance parlayed the ladies' cold shooting
into several defensive rebounds, and an early 12-8
lead.
The ladies regrouped, and looked very
good the remainder of the half. They went into the
locker room up 51-42 behind the strong play of
Abromovitch(18 first half points) and Mattot(15),
Mattot's bucket with one second remaining on the
clock gave the Stags needed momentum going into
the half.
This momentum didn't last long, and five
minutes into the half, the Alliance had used an 189 run to tie the game at 60. The damage didn't end
there, though, as the Alliance built up a 75-68 lead
in the next five minutes.
The ladies didn't die, and behind Abromovitch's 6 points, they were able to close the gap
to 88-86. Friel then made a big steal, and after
converting the layup, they had tied the game at 88.
Walheim then put the Stags up 90-88 with
one minute remaining, but the Alliance tied it on
their possession. With a chance to win the game,
the ladies turned the ball over, and the Alliance
scored again to win this tight contest, 93-91.

The Fairfield University Athletic Department
has announced the elevation of the men's lacrosse and
women's soccer clubs to Division I status, as well as
creating a junior varsity men' s soccer team. According to
Dr. Harold Menninger, Fairfield' s Athletic Director, "This
was something we had been looking to do for a long time,
but we never had the funds to do it. Now that we have
received our share of the NCAA Men's Basketball Tournament revenue, we have a regular source of money."
"By elevating women's soccer, we will now be
able to compete in the end of season championship in
1992, something we couldn't do as a club. All other
schools in the conference will have teams, too," he
added. "And lacrosse had the potential to be another sport
of emphasis in the spring, with the potential to attract
many spectators to the popular sport."
The decision, first brought up by the University
Council, and then approved by University President
Aloysious P. Kelley, Vice President of Student Services
William P. Schimpf, and Menninger, means that Fairfield
will field 17 Division I varsity sports.
According to Menninger, "We will begin recruiting immediately, and scholarships will be made
available for both sports." The scholarships will be
reallocated from the men's and women's basketball teams
to the new teams.
One thing Menninger wanted known is that,
despite establishing varsity teams in both sports, they are
not disbanding the respective clubs. "We are creating two
new teams while still maintaining what we had in the past.
It is very good for the University and school spirit."
Both teams will hold open tryouts, and from that
it will be determined who plays on the Division I team,
and who is on the club team.
"I am very pleased," said Menninger.

In a move that had been discussed for quite some time now,
the Athletic Department announced last week that it was elevating
both the women's soccer and men's lacrosse teams from club status to
the Division I level. This may not appear to be that big of a deal, but,
after examining it more closely, it really is a very good move by the
University.
With the move, it gives Fairfield two more varsity teams,
while keeping the number of clubs at 8. According to Athletic Director
Dr. Harold Menninger, "We are creating two new division I teams,
but are also keeping the soccer and lacrosse clubs." This means more
spaces for participation amongst students, from the best players to the
worst players. Those who wish to perform at a higher level can play
on the varsity squad, while those just in it for the activity can remain
on the club level.
The move also means that the only true team that could
compete in Division I remaining on the club level is women's lacrosse. I believe that having club sports is great, but if they can be kept
at the varsity level, that they should compete there. The players will
now get the proper equipment and training, as well as competing in a
much lengthier schedule.
Perhaps the biggest advantage, one that I'm sure that Father
Kelley will be most pleased with, is the good it will do for the university on a whole, not just in the athletic area. In addition to the increased
revenue the teams can earn from success, having two more high profile
varsity sports will increase the number of students who will apply to
the university. Student-athletes interested in playing varsity soccer or
lacrosse now don't have to bypass Fairfield in their Barron's Guide to
Colleges. This will increase the applicant pool, and admissions will be
able to become even more selective.
As Dr. Menninger himself admitted, "It will be a lot more
work, because until the new budget arrives July 1,1 have to do all of
the recruiting and paperwork." However, after competing for a few
seasons, all of the hard work will have been worth the rewards. Good
move, Fairfield.
Another big announcement was made last week, this one by
the American League. Roger Clemens of the Boston Red Sox was
named the league's Cy Young Award winner, marking the third time
he has won the prestigious award. Only four other pitchers have won
as many as three, and at age 29, Clemens, who is just entering his
prime, has a very real shot at winning even more awards. He has been
the most dominant pitcher in the game for the last 6 years,( 118-52 over
those years), and the most dominant since Steve Carlton, Tom
Seaver, and Jim Palmer in the 1970's. Also, if you look at individual
performances compared to salaries, he is the only player in either
league worth the money he is being paid. He is the highest paid pitcher
in baseball, and he won the highest award that he possibly could.
Poor Bobby Bowden of Florida State. No matter how good
his team is, and they are very good this year, it seems he is destined to
be second best. Last Saturday's heartbreaking 28-27 loss to Miami all
but knocks the Seminoles out of national title contention. Miami is
going to roll over Boston College, San Diego State, and then either
Nebraska or Colorado in the Orange Bowl, and claim their 4th
national, and second in three years.
Sticking with college football, the sweetest things that could
have happened to me have happened the past two weekends. First,
Notre Dame blew a 20 point lead to Tennessee, eventually losing 3534. Then, last Saturday, they were destroyed by Penn State, led by
former Lady Stag Tricia Sacca's younger brother Tony. The sad part
is that, despite three losses, and might I add, three losses to the only
three good teams they have played this year, Notre Dame is still going
to play in the Sugar Bowl on New Year's Day. It might not be that bad,
though, if they lose that game to Florida as well.

